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IffTHODUCTIOS
I. STATB^ST OF THE PROBLEM
Th� problem under consideration in this research
was the theological i^pllc;.- tioris of the Pauline concept of
"fleah. ^ in the varioue achools of tiseology this tens often
has been Interpreted to fife the acheae of the particular
theologian, fhe problem therefore ��ntere in what Paul
understood whea he uaed term* One of the focal -uestl'.'na
is whether or not F�ul always uaed %tilB term with Ui� s&tm
content of meaning. Fiowever, the essence of the problem
is whether op not Paul alwaya identified *^fle�h'* with
Bin or whether he at tljsea ge'^e it an eiaoral usage.
II. JUBTIFICAflOH OF THE PROBLEM
In view of the fact that the theological world h��
been so divided on the aieanins of the fcera ''flesh" and the
available literature on the subject is of a lliaited nature,
it eeeased that an objective, inductive atudj of the problem
was imr-eretive. After a review of moat ot the existing
literature on this subject, thia writer felt that moat
interpre tats. one were etrongly influenced bj bsaic
presuppoeitlons which defined "fleah** in eccord i�ith a
2particular scheme of theology. Therefore, sirace there Is
a need for clearly understanding this Pauline concept In
the light of ain, and of salvation froia sin, this investigator
felt the results of this study warranted a foratal
presents tion.
III. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE
A review of the existing literature on tie subject
revealed that little research had been done on the relation
between "flesh" and sin. This review disclosed that most
studies had been done in the classical usage of "flesh"
apart froa the theological Import of the term. It was found
that most theologians, cotimentators, Bible expositors, and
preachers touched upon the subject to a limited degree but
their definition and explanation were far too limited to
aid the student wiio is interested in an extensive treatment
of the tera#
Some Blblici 1 scholars who have written on the subject
have developed their doctrine of ''flesh*' purely from a
prejudiced, doctrinal perspective ? others who have written
In the field have lacked a background in the Biblical languages
friilch would have been of value in an exegetlcal study.
some writers, prejudiced by theological coiaailttiaents, have
been unable to develop the doctrine objectively w .ieh
makes their investigation less authentic than otherwise
3eould have been presented. Still others could heve written
on the subject but because of space, time, and other interests
have elected to devote their labors to sosae other field
of study*
John Wesley, one who would have been qualified for
such research, c ose rather to devote Eaost of his time
to advocating experiential religion* Henry 1, Brocket t,
author of Scriptural Freedom froa Bin, a strong refutation
of 'T. A. Ironside's book, i^ollnesB, the True and t
has written without considering all the Implications
involved in the Pauliie concept* While this work la a
worthwhile apologetic, there are soiae Instances where the
Weeleyan position has been weakened rsther than strengthened.
Adam Clarke, the standard Methodist eoraasentator, has developed
the subject only to a liailted degree, leaving much desirable
informtlon to be stated. Some men as Charles Hodge, jrehn
Calvin, C* I* Scofield, and J. 0. Machen have written froa
a theologicfil viewpoint and thus have colored the Pauline
concept with their own preconceived basic suppositions*
However, it must also be admi t ted ^ that many Wesleyan writers
have also written from, the same perspective and they too
have obscured rather than illuialnated the Bl^^^lical meaning
of the term*
Inasmuch as the available literature on the subject
was insufficient to enlig>iten miiilsters and laymen who have
4more than a superficial interest in the problem there was
need for a study which would combine the classical, exe
getlcal, and historical approaches to the subject.
IV. LIMITATION OP THE PROBL vM
The very title of this investigation limits the
problem to Implications of ttie Pauline concept. This area
opens a wide field for research which this investigator had
neither time, space, nor adequate experience to fully
master. A study of the Greek word outside the Bible
would have been of value. An intensive study of the
Septuaglnt would have also provided invaluable information.
The depth of material which could have been found in the
historical field has by no means boen exhausted. There
were other tempting areas of investigation such as the
experiential and the psychological implications of the
concept of "flesh.* However, these extended implications
have been set aside in this study.
This paper has been limited in its exegetlcal approach
because an exhaustive study would have involved more time
and space than were allotted this investigator. Therefore,
the inductive-study results in each of the Pauline epistles
has been given in summary form, rather than an individual
examination of each r ference that Paul made to the term.
V. DEI^INITION OF T^^RMS
5Flesh* The term ^'flesh,*' unless specifically stated
otherwise, was interpreted in this >tudy to be the equivalent
of the Greek wordfiT^^ . Thus, th� two words "fleah" and
are used ii^terchahgably.
Wesleyan, The term Wesleyan refers to tiose followers
of John Wesley ia his interpretation �f the scriptural
doctrine of holiness,
Calvinlstlc, The term Calirinlstio is used to denote
those followers of John Calvin, the reforaiationist, who
has wielded a strong theological influence until the
present,
Keswicklan, The tern Keswicklan in this study is
used to denote those moderate Calviniets who in the past
century have strongly emphasized the deeper spiritual life,
and an intensive study of God's Word, and personal soul-
winning.
Inductive. In this study the term inductive is used
to refer to that .nethod of Bible study wherein any terra or
concept is examined in the totality of its contextual
usage and synthesized into a concise stateiaent of meaning,
English Bible, The English Bible uaed In this
investigation, imleas otherwise indicated, was the American
Standard edition, published in flew York In 1901,
VI. METHOD OF PHOCEDURE
6Aa earnftst �ffopt hafl been mede in this Investigation
t� keep an objective attitude toward the data handled. T�
this investigator it seemed in most Inst noes heretofore,
that a certain theological position had been taken and then
those scriptures wrieh aeeaed to add support to that
particular view were chosen for its authority. Such bias
will never yield the true scriptural doctrine of any
subject. To avoid such an error the inductive siethod of
study was used, ffo true doctrine of the Christian church
can ever be discredited by an honest, inductive study of the
Bible, but rather It is the conviction of this Investigator
that many accretions both false and unwarranted could be
removed by such an approach.
The Investigstion of the problem was begun with
a survey of the general uaajje of the term "flesh" in
secular Greek, in the Old Testaaent, end in the New Testament,
with special emphasis given to the Pauline usage. This
inftrmation was obtained from extensive reading in these
respective areas. Thus, the data recorded in Chapter II
is a resum^ of the extensive work done by scholars who
have dev/ted more time and study to this particular area
than tnis investigator could afford*
Chapter ill was devoted to an inductive study of the
Pauline usage of the term "flesh.*' An aid to this study was
a standard Groek lexicon by which every instance of the
7Paulino usago of th� term was examined. After each ins t a ice
of the Pauline employ..ent was analyzed, the results of the
study of each epistle was tabulated in Bvmn&rj form,
AB historical survey of the various interpretations
which have been given to the term in the several schools
of theological thought was the subject of chapter IV,
This Giiapter sets forth a brief biographical stateirteat of
each man examined, iiis doctrinal position, mid a critical
aumniary of his.positioa in the light of his particiilar
theological school.
The final chapter of the study has presented the
course which the investigator followed, a brief su mary
of the paper, some conelusions that were reached, and
several suggestions for farther study.
CHAPTER II
QENEHAL IfSAflE CF THE TIRM '^FIESH
To ttadcratand properly the ilgnificenoc of the
Apostle Paul�8 emrloytient of the c;.ncept "flesh," It
was neeessaz^, first of ail, to present a general survey of
usa�e prior to the period when the Apostle utilized th�
vord in his epistolary writings. Therefore, the purpose
of t: is clier ter has been to set forth a 8..rve;.' of the
utilisstion of the eoacept in secular 0i�eek, in the Old
Testarjent, siici ia the >!0W TcstsLient, with speeiEl
emphaais on the rauline implication* This historical
background has given the proper content to the Pauline
appl lest ion of the word.
"^to draw off,'^ Thus it aigalfies whet can be stri ped off
of the bonea.i Throughout the elassical period of G-r. ek
literature ^^pjwas us%d In purely a phisicai sens� and when
it implied anything more than fleyh it CGEie to saean body
b;- es2y synecdoche . In the elaasical cvrioept there was no
J* II* Thfti'-er, ':reek*':-n�,llsh xic^n of the ^rer
1*e8taaent ('fjow York: American 'rio'o'k Caitipi.ny, 1(136) , p, >6->,
IH SECULAR ORBKK
9paychioal or �thloal coai^tatiott*'- la th� physical s�m�,
'��f icsh'* was employed to represent th� whole body as i}ieces
of flesh�ssembrane. Thets^too, in the claaaical period
^fleah" was used to mean the inside of leather or, at least,
the interior of an outer covering. Furtiier, in this ns^m
era "flesh" waa applied to the pulpy substance of fruit ,3
Specific secular uaage, in secular areek, ^?f leah**
was utilized speeifically aa a aubatantiv� of the human or
animal &ody, la the writings of Hcraa^ it waa late res tini,: to
note, the singular fca�m was used to denote a piece of fleah
only, while la Plato and Ariatotle the plural was used to
denote the mass, the singular to deaerluo the substance*
The a^/]^ differs from^#�Jla that the latter has referenee
to slaughtered fleah aa food*^
In secular Greek the word "flesh** was also uaed to
speciry the body according to Its aubstafioe. In this
instance "fl^^ah" ia opposed to ''aiisd* Becatme there is an
easy ayseodoehe fr-c�i "flesh" to **bo4y, " In maay paaaai"�s of
%rne8t D* Burtoa, '^Spirit, Soul, Fleah,** The
American Journal of Theologof^ XVII {October, 1913), '$9^*
^Lliiell and 3e<|^t, Greek�'gRgliah Leatieoa {oxford:
The Clarendon Freaa, ^.dj| ) , p�
^ermaa Cramer, Bi'g>lioQ*Theological i:,exioon of
Hew Testament greek (Kdlnburghs T* k T* Clar^, 1595T7 P* ^1^*
^Ibid*
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the ancient writers, one enoo\mters difficulty while seek
ing to discover whether the writer was referring to "flesh"
or to "body,*�
Epicurus employed "flesh** in a third way to mean,
in a physiological sense, the corporeity in so far as it is
the means, and by an easy turn of expression the subject,
of sensation enjoyment or of sensations of the body. In
no other writer does "flesh" seem to have been employed in
7
this particular way.
One of the bsst synopses to be found of the secular
employment of "flesh" is that of Ernest Burton i
^AfJ is throughout the classical period a purely
physical term, adding to the original sense of flesh,
only and by easy synecdoche, the meaning *body, *
It is applied to men and to lower animals, but most
commonly the former. It has no psychical or ethical
meaning. It is not surprising, therefore, that no
instance otrr�i6}ta and <r�^y in antithesis has been r
observed in the classical writers, or indeed of
and
IN THE OLD T~STAJ^KNT
In the Old Testament the word for flesh was *T. U/ JL�
T r
TOiatever may have been the primitive Semitic sense of this
term, the clear Indication of it in the Old Testament was
%rnest D, Burton, Spirit, Soul. Flesh (Chicago s
The University of Chicago Press, 1913), po 50 o
7
Cremer, loc, cit.
Burton, op, cit, � p, 51,
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fl�sh9 with tho poasible exception �f one peesege*^^ The
most haeic function set forth in the Old Testaaent was that
whieh equates flesh with the soft, muscular portions of the
body wnieh is living or was once Xivin^i both of man and
beast. 1^ To design te those muaeular portions of the body,
the plural was jaost frequently e�^loyed�^'*
Then by synecdoche, the tern was used to represent
th� wliole body. Very near to this utiliajstioa was a aimilar
expression eia^loyetd to specify the tol^allty of a thing
which, strictly speaking, has neither flesh aor sotil*-^^
By metonoay the expression deaignated ane�s kindred.
Doubtless the basis ef this application was that the body
was thought of priaarily as a produet of riatural generatioa.
tjsually in this context the expression was closely allied
with the word bone as ''flesh and bone.**^
By a further synecdooh� the Hebrew word for flesh
bespoke a corp@real living creature; aoiaetiaes referring to
men only, sojaetl^s of both foen and beasts* The unit of
speech referred to i^a and beast ia coimaons "And all flesh
%Qere are other opin? om here.
^%8al� 10^:6.
IX"^Burton, op. cit., p* 68*
�'Croiiaer, 0�. oit�, p. 3l|.5��
13
Burton, ��� cit., p. 69#
�^^Ibid*, pp. 69�70.
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died that moved upon the earth, both fowl and cattle and
beast.... and evor-j mn. ''^^ la other instances it was -ased
of men only: "A�d the glorj of the Lord shall be revealed,
and all fleah shall see it together, At other tiiaes,
especially in predicate relationahip, the term ahowed
emphatically the frailty which is characteristic of the
corporeal beiag as coatrasted with the powerful Spirit of
God. Most clearly does the psalaist set forth this idea:
"And he rexBesbered that they were but flesh, a wind that passeth
away and cometh mot again. "-^^
According to the data of this survey, little insight
was required to observe that^^ was fundamentally and
prevailingly a physical term. The only departure from
a physical interpretation was the �aploysient of *l.||^by
metonoa^ for kindred and for a corporeal living being.
In the Old Testa^nt the term never acquired a mental, aorel,
or religious iaiplicatioa. probably, the nearest approach to
such a meanlBg was the deep contraat between the weakness of
nan and the power of God, But even in. thla context, the
weakness of the flesh was not something inherently evil.^�
^%ex^sls 7:21,
�^^isaiah i|.0:5,
�^^psalm 73:39.
18
Burton, 0�. cit., p. 70f,
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A3 coiap'-sT&d with the employaont of th� term "flesh"
in seeular Greek, the Old Testament was much more extensive
in its usage* The very nature of the writing in the Old
Testament foms the basis for an explanation of this
phenoaenon. cn the basis of this survey of usage in the
secular Greek and in the Old Testmaent, th# next section has
deiaonstrated an extension of usai^^e as evidenced by the lew
Testaraent writers*
IM THE HEW TESfAMEIT
For the purpose of this study the ?|ew Testament
has been divided into two sections: th� Pauline section and
the non-Pauline section* The purpose of this division was
to investigate and set forth ia summary fora the lew
Testament teaching concerning "flesh,"
The noa-Faullae section. In the aoa-Pauline section
ef the Hew Testament the word "flesh" was used to suggest
the soft, muscular parts of an animal body, living or once
living. 19 This is illustrated in th� words of Jesus:
"handle me, and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones,
as ye behold rae haviat;. "^0
The expression "flesh" in the Mew Testaiaent was also
^^Ibid., p. 184,
employed to ean th� body aa the whole material part of a
living being. 21 John spoke of those "'who were born, not
of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will
of man. "22 gy the '%ill of the flesh" the Apostle John
implied a birth that was net of physical or natural
:r,eneration.
Then by laetonymy this concept was used aa th� basis
or the result of natural generation* Ihen the idea was
employed to designate tdie result of natiiral generation,
it soiiietimes was extended to include kindred. This
particular extension of laeaninj. was the first instaiecof
"flesh" being >ased to iaply other tiiaa a physical meaning. ^3
In the fourth pli.ce, the Hew Testament writers
desinnated as "flesh" any corporeelly-coaditioaed living
being. Although this corporeally-conditioned being usually
referred to man, the express 'on may include all corporeal
living belnp^s and la any esse desl�;nate the beings referred
to not as htJ^a but as cor:;oreal.2ii- This was seen la the
remark of Jesus t� peter after the great eonfessloa: ^for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, biat my
2^urton, loc. cit.
^2joha 1;13.
^^Burton, o�, cit., p. 135.
^Ibid.
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Fftthar who 1� ia hoavea,'*^^
Thoa agaia, by matoayiay the word was uaed for the
oreaturely side, "the corporeally-conditioned aspect of
life, the external as distinguished froia the Internal and
real, or the secul-ir as distinguished from the strictly
religious. "26 josus said, '?ye judge after the flesh; I judge
no man. "2?
Further, "flesh" ia the new festaaent was also
associated with the product of natural generation apart
froa the morally tranaforaing power of the Spirit of sod.
This means that all men reeeives through inheritance apart
froa the work of the Spirit of God is designated as "flesh."
At thla poiat Burton says;
The term as tbius used does not exclude, may
even specifleally include whatever excellent
powers, privileges, etc., come by heredity, but whatever
is thus derived is regardec as inadequate to enable
man to achieve the highest good.^o
"That Which la bom of the flesh is flesh, "29 declared
Jesus, observation revealed that this concept, though
found in the non-Pauline section, was most extensively
^^Matthew l6:l?.
2^urtoa, loc. cit.
'^'^john 8 1 15.
2^Burton, 0�. cit., p. 186*
^^john 3t6.
ea^loyftd by tbo Apostl� Paul,
Finally, the expression "flesh" connotes that
element in man's nature which is o po ed to
goodness, that in hia which makes for evil; sometime
thought of as an element of himself, sometimes
objectified as a force distinct from him, this latter
iisage being, however, rather rhetf:f|>ical,30
This meaning was expressed In the non-Pauline section of
the Hew Testament oaly once and in that instance by the
Apostle Peter, 31 Vilien this particular moral iMplication
was gi en to the term "flesh" It should be understood that,
were it not for some quelifylnr phrase, the expression could
readily be translated "body, "32
Paullae �a�ie.,;e. The Apostle Paul eisployed every
shade of o^eanlng previously ;ientioned in tnis investigation
but he as^Jlified ttie ettiical and semi-ethical functions of
Tlesh" to the extent that peculiarly they become his own.
In fact, "flesh" as a d-r;iaiaic, motivating principle is used
only once in tue non-Pauline section, and the extensive
developiaent of the thought was peculiarly Pauline,
Burton's argument, ',^;ith regard tot.nose usages of
"flesh" wich were peculiarly Pauline, Ernest burton has
explicitly defined t^e Pauline concept of "flesh" in its
relation to sin and to the body. Concerning this existing
3%urton, log - cit,
-^�^11 Peter 2:10,
�^^gurton, loc, cit.
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relationship Burton sayss
It has often heen contended that the sarx, which,
according to Paul, is a force that makes for evil, is
at th� same time the body, and that it is to the
compelling force of the body as such that, in his view,
sin is due� If this ia the oase.he must logically, at
least, hold that the touch of the flash is essentially
polluting, and that there can be no salvation except
throujdi the release of the soul from the body. That
Paul associated the tendency to sin with the body is
undoubtedly true and is evidenced by the very fact of
his using sarx for the power that makea for evil* But
that he identified moral evil, that he ascribed either
to the fl9sh as physical or to the evil impulse -which
he called sarx, compelling force, seems thoroughly
disproved by the evidence. It is often assumed that
this view was the current conception in Paul's day. It
is true that fromb efore the time of Plato there is
manifest a tendency to regard the body, as by virtue of
its materiality, injurious to the intellectual and moral
interests of man.^^
It was quit 2 natural for the Gnostics � eisegesis of
Paul to contain a strong Platonic influence* There is some
indication that the intellectual world could have furnished
the Apostle with a type of Gnostic thinking but the final
criterion for the Pauline implication of this word was to
be found In the context of Paul's usage in the Bew Testament
epistles.
A further point of importance, according to Burton,
was that Paul not only failed to identify sin with the
body but he also failed to give the "flesh" an all-
compelling power which in no circumstance could be subjected.
^%rnost D. Burton, The Bpistle to the Galatians
(Vol* XXXV of The International Qrltical Comaentary.
44 vols*! Edinburghi T. & To Glark, 1921), p* 493*
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At this point the Apostle gave the individual the alternative*
the individual may yield to evil and be overcome or he may
yield himself to the Spirit of God and be an overcomer.
Therefore, according to the Apostle the final determining
criterion was within the volition of the individual and not
to some irresistible force apart from himself*
Burton argues that Paul believed that an individual
would neither be happy nor complete without his body. 34
Therefore, Paul did not share the sentiments of Plato,
Seneca, and Plutarch that one must be rid of the prison
house of the body to be complete, but rather the Apostle
Paul believed the body itself was good but needed to be
freed froia soue alien element within its basic structure,
With these arguments for th� amoral quality of
the "flesh** �^en it has reference to the body, ^xirton makes
this concluaionj
we conclude, therefore, that while to Paul the body
is inferior to the soul and needs to be kept in subjection,
and while taere is a force in man that makes for evil,
which he calls sarx, yet this force is not the body,
and neither it nor the body exercises a compelling
influence for evil upon the soul of man. 35
Vincent's analysis. M�rvin Vincent defined "flesh"
as human nature without the divine Spirit; as the state of
the creature before or in contrast with his reception of the
Corinthians I5f II Corinthians $�
^-^Burton, o�. cit. . Ifj3f.
19
divin� �l�i.ont *i�r�by h� bocoraes a naw creature In Christ;
�s the whole belnc of man as it exists and acts apart froa
th� influence of the Spirit, Hot only doe� it properly
characterize the lower forms of sensual gratification, but
also all the highest developments of the life estranged
from God, whether that be physical, intellectual or aesthetic, 36
Vincent then described the flesh according to Paul's
employment as having affections, lusts, a will, and � mtnd.
fhe �'flesh" is mortal, subject to infiriaity, locally limited,
and an object of fostering care by the individual.
In addition to this definition and description
Vincent made two important notations from his extensive
investigation of Paxil's usage of the "flesh," First,
Vincent affirmed that Paul did not identify flesh with sin.
This affirmation was founded upon the fact that the ''flesh'*
can be cleansed from def lleasent^^ and that the Apostle
lived in the "flesh" but testified that he was crucified with
Christ, 38 secondly, Paul did not identify '^flesh" with
the material body nor associate sin exclusively and predominantly
with the body, "Flesh" is the flesh of the living m&n
^^Marvin Vincent, word Studies in the lew Testaaent
(Hew York: Charles Scrlbner, 19^0), III, p. TFT
�^^11 Corinthians 7:1.
-' Galatians 2:20,
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�nimated by the soul as its principle of life, and is distinctly
used as coordinate with ...an. The "flesh" embraces in an
emphatic manner the nature of man, xaental and corporeal,
with its internal disti.iCtions,39 Although the "flesh"
is not sinful, since it has come into cm tact with evil it
is certainly tair.ted with sin.
Dickson* 3 presentation. The basic assumption of
W. ?. Dickson was that Paul had something which he wished
to express and that In each expression he had only one
idea to convey.^ Most scholars agree that the Pauline
concept of "flesh** came to him from the Septuagint version
of the Old Testament. Althou^ the basic idea of ''flesh**
came to the Apostle from the Septuagint, the peculiar moral
aspect he employed was foreign to the Old Testament. Prom
a study of the moral and amoral functions of ''flesh"
there were eight deductions w'.ich Dickson made regarding
the relationship between "flesh" aad sin. Although some
of Dickson's deductions overlap previous conclusions this
investigator felt that Dickson's analysis was of sufficient
worth to repeat it in full.
-'"Vincent, o�, cit. , p. 77�
^^Ibid.
W. P. Dickson, St. Paul's tjse of the terras Flesh
and spirit (Glasgow: James Maclehose & Sons, idd3), p, 9l|.,
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1# No grouni exists for the allegation that the
Apostle identified "flesh" with sin,^<2 The expression
"siixful flesh" would seem to preclude the equivalence of
the two teras, for if they had been equivalent it would have
been superfluous to add "sinful'' to flesh, "while the Apostle
has spoken strongly of indwelling ain''^ he has at the same
time distinguished it not only from the ego but also from
"flesh." so far apart are the conceptions of "sin** and "flesh"
that the Apostle urged believers to be cleansed from **all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit. '?Wi- This indicates toat
the '*flesh, " while not itself defilementt has undergone
defilement as an effect of sin and thus stands in need of
cleansing.
2. "^e Apostle does not identify er^^j with the
material body or outward bodily substance of man. "^-^ When
the term is extended it does not have reference to the bodily
substance but to the whole imn and by this ceases to be
mere col*por�al laatter. The ^'flesh" with #iich the ipostle
deals is that of a living man enlivened by the soul as a
principle of life. And further, the expression is used as
'-^Tbld., p. 310.
Romans 7:17, I8, 20.
^11 Corinthians 7:1�
Dickson, op. cit. , 310.
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practically coordinate with men.
3. "The Apostle does not identify matter, or the
material side of man, with evil."^^ in fact, the Apostle
makes no reference to matter as such, nor does he use any
language which approaches the language of the philosopher.
PhilotHS attributed, in some of his Interpretations, the
Hellenistic dualism to the old Testament, but this was not
the view of the Apostle Paul. i'*or the Apostle Paul preserves
the ancient Jewish monotheism throughout all his writings.
And finally, for the Apostle to acknowledge that matter was
Intrinsically evil would be for him to deny the sovereign
supremacy of God aM to deny that earthly organisms could
render any distinctive service to God while they reiiiained
on the earth, i^ut this would be contrary to his
exhortation for men to present their "bodies a living
sacrifice to God. ''^^
i^.. Sin, according to St. Paul, was not associated
exclusively or predominantly with the oody or with the
senaous nature of man, although he sees in these its instruments
or iaodes of manifestation.^^ Tha Apostle summons his
readers to "cleanse themselves from all filthiness of the
^^Ibid., p. 311.
^^Romans 12:1.
Ii8^ Dickson, 0�. cit. , 313f�
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flesh and spirit,'* aa tfiougii the oplrit as well as the
'^flesh'* laieJ^t undergo a defileuicnt and sUmd in need of
cleansing, F\irther, in �r)atner conteict Paul declares that
one type of belie^ier, at least, can be **holy in body and
spirit.**^*? This frequent reference to the body is not due
to its being regarded as the source of sin, but aa being
the seat or scene �f sin's manlfes tat lean, So, the essence
of Paul's usage was that the body was the physleal object
throij^h which sia and sensuality were saeni fes ted but the
neutral tedy was not invested with ttii� sinful tende;icy,
$* The Apostle to the Gentiles showed that the
**flesh*' was the seat of ain but be did not state w^tat
was the psychological origin of sin* Therefore, sin is in
the "flesh"' but it did not necessarily originate in the
"flesh,'*^^ Coneernii^ the sinfulJiesi? of the *�flesh*'
Dickson says J
He [|au3 has nowhern pronounced th� 'flesh* la
itself sinfxil; he has nowhere declared It even to be,
as such, the source of sin, thou^ w� soitieti-aos flrai
this proposition Isaputed to himi and still less has he
propounded any theory, sijwsh as his philosophic �xrosltors
would ascribe to him, as to the prineclple or grounds-form
of sin consisting either in bodily matter, or in that
aggregate of feelings md Impulses associated wl.th the
bodily organism w.>leh constitutes th� sensou� side of m&n*
^^I Corinthians ?:3l4.�
cn
Dickson, o�, cit., p. 31Sf<
%Md*. pp, 315-316.
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While there Is no explicit psychological explanation
r, r the origin of sin, the very fact that the Apostle laid
down the nrinclple for the new life of the believer as being
"no longer living unto himself" ratiier warrants the inference
that the root of sin is to be found in selfishness rather
than In the physical organism. This very principle of self-
ishness is to tf:ke an objective form in the man of sin ''who
opposeth and exalteth himself against all that is called
God, or th�t is. .worshipped.
6. ��^riile the psychological origin has not been fully
explained by the Apostle, it may be said that he does
adequately explain the historical origin, and under no cir
cumstance is tiiere warrant to discredit that explanation.^-^
For the support of thla point Dickson gives a lengthy argument
for the exegetleal genuineness of Roiaans 5-7 which this
investigator has not found relevant to this research.
7. This doctrirw of St. Paul had its basis not in
speculation but in experience. Tais experience is
based upon the facts given to him in man's history and in
man's practical experience of life. Therefore, the "flesh"
is not necessarily siiiT 1 for hlrfi because he realizes that
Thessalonians 2:1^.
^-^Dlckson, op. cit., pp. 317f.
^"^Ibid., pp. 315-320.
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aod created everything "very good." However, this "fleah"
which has existed since the time of A^'^ra's sin has beeoxae
tainted with sin through the constant contact which it has
made with s'n, The universal experience of ?.his taint
forms the explanation for St. Paul's close relations :.ip
between sin and **fle8h. ** The creation existing apart froa
God has become almost equivalent to the creature's rebellion
against God; and "flesh," which marks creatureshlp, connotes
alao its invariable empirical accompaniment of sia.
8. Finally, the universal experience of sin being
predlcable to the "flesh" has only one exception, Jesus
Christ?'* He was made "in the likeness of sinful flesh and
for sin"^^ but this does not warrant a statement that
he was himself sinful, for in another piece the Scriptures
state that he was "holy, guileless, undefiled, separated
froEi sinners, and made higher t-ian the heavens. "^'^
To suBsaarize the Pauline usage it should be stated
that the paulin� employment of "flesh" in many instances
waa the saiae as that found in the other books of the Hew
Testament but there are two phases of aeaning which are
particularly emphasized by the Apostle Paul: "flesh** as
^^Ibld.. p. 321.
Homans 8:3�
5T
Hebrews 7 {26.
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the natiiral ability of aan apart from the Spirit of God,
and "flesh" as the dynamic principle of sin. With respect
to these two peciiliari ties of Pauline usage. Burton,
Vincent, and Dickaon add considerable light. Burton
evinced the dual fact that "f esh" is not of itself sinful and
that the power of "flesh" is not an all-compelling force.
The strong emphasis of Vincent was ttiat nei|l?her "flesh"
nor body is intrinsically sinful. However, it should
be noted that this emphasis has aoim weaknesses i^ich
were treated in a subsequent chapter. The relationship
between "flesh" and ain waa toost fully explicated by
Dickson, vho according to this investigator, has stated
this relationship in a well-defined summary.
CHAPTER III
AH INDtJCTIVK STUDY OF
THE APOSTLE PAUL'S USilGS OF '*FLE3H"
The significant uses of the tar� '?flesh'* have been
set forth in the preceding chapter from the secular Greek,
the 0l<i Testament, and the Hew Testa�nt. The purpose of
this chapter was to examine in detail the eisployment of
the term "flesh*' in all the Pauline epistles, showing
first by induction the phases of ammlng utilised and
then by synopsis the implications of the usage in each
book. Where meanings and usages overlap, that particular
ijspllcatlon of the tern was stated but once except under
ffiodlfying circumstances,
HOMAHS
In the ipistle to the Romans, one of his most doctrinal
Epistles, Paul made reference to '^flesh" twenty-four times.
From these twenty-four occurrences of the expression there
are four classifications by n^ich the employment of **fl�sh'*
in this Epistle were sumsarized. Three of these four class
ifications may be designated as amoral and void of theological
significance; 1) the bodily organism, 2) natural generation,
3) humanity, the whole human race considered in its frailty.
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But the fourth cless has reference to an Inner motivating
force apart from the physicHl organism* This classification
is basic to the theological implications of "flesh."
The bodily organism. The Apostle in writing to the
Homans made at least one reference to the bodily organism
as "f lesh. "^^ In this Instance he spoke of "circumcision
in the flesh** and at this point of reference there Is no �
ethical connotation. Since this reference Is to the physical
organism with no qualifying phrase there is nothing of
theological import*
Natural generation. The second employment which was
examined in Homans was that v^leh designated the means of
birth as the "flesh." Christ was spoken of as being "the
seed of David according to the flesh. "^^ Ahraham was also
spoken of as the father of the Jewish nation "according
to the flesh." Then, in a more comprehensive usage, the
Apostle utilized the tern to bespeak the whole Jewish nation
as his "kinsmen according to the fleah."
in these references "flesh" was not viewed as having
nny moral or theological implication, but rather as a means
^^Romans 2:28.
""^ 'Romans 1:3*
Romans
^^Homans 9i3�
of propajjating th� race am furnishing the coiojrion unity of
all those whe belong to ttxe order of hman beirigs.
"flesh" to point to husaanlty as a whole, especially
eaphaslzing mankind's weakness and frailty as contrasted with
the holiness and sovereignty of God, Emphatically St, Paul
declared that "no flesh shall be justified" In toe presence
reference to the weakness and inability of humanity to merit
worth in the presence of Qod, Then too, they agreed that
there ia nothing of a soral connotation which would clarify
the ethical implication of ''flesh,� In co�enting upon this
verse John Calvin said, "The word 'flesh* without some par
ticular specification, signifies men,"^^
In another reference the Apostle also spoke of the
Inability of the "flesh," To the Romans he wrote that
he spoke in accordance with man's method of speech because
^%omans 3:20,
^\illiam Sanday, The Epistle to the Homans (Vol, XXXII
of The International Cr iTtcal Qoaamen'Eary, l^}^ vols.} Edinburgh:
wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, n.d, j, p, 6o8,
'^john Calvin, coMtentarlea on the Epistle of Paul
the Apostle to the Romans (Grand Hapidisj Wm� 'o,' 'lerdiaans
fHKl 1shlrig company , t%.i) , p. 133.
Humanity. In the third place, the ^pestle employs
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of the weakaojis of their "flesh." Since It was the custom
of the Apostle to speak in spiritual language, he made apology
for the utilisation of oarnai ex. x^^eslons. However, he
accojeamodated hia speech to the state of is hearers because
the iiaplication Is ^at his hearers had not only a laoral
iiitidrence waich perverted the ;^ractlce of Christianity but
also a defective experience which presented difficulties of
ooiiiprahendins the trutiu Thus, they had a weakness in tiielr
constitution wiilch m.8 prlniarlly physic&l and moral but also
extended to the ;'lane of the intellectual end emoti ^nal.
Closely akin t� ti is reference was one imde in the following
chapter to the weakness of tlriolr "flesh" to fulfill the law. *
The "flesh" is driven to adait "the law is good," that it
points to the ri^t way, but under the impact of temptation
end the oft-repeated experience of falling, the "flesh"
aust confess Its own weakness end inability to conform to
68
the high require&ient of the holy law.
Here again there was noUili^ found that specifleally
connoted the et .leal quality of th� "flesh." Hither, the
lis^llcation of this elasslfIcetion wss that humanity separated
from Qod Is weak, natural, and liable to slr��
^^noiiana 6:17.
^^Homans Q;3�
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Sar^ay, o�. cit. , p. 193*
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A iaotivatl t-^T. priac.'l. But wltliln th� book of Roi-aans
there la another quite significant rof�reno� to "fleah,"
This reference to "flesh" ia the denoal Jiat Ion of m inner
motivating principle which coerces, influoriees, and corri^ts
ell the actions of an unregenerate individual, Paul's
conception of the Inner aotivatin�; principle was set forth
in seven different ways in mis Epiatl�, The �ost basic
conception Is that Isin which dwell� in the fle':h,"^^
aomae-atsktors have differed as to their interpretation of
the phrase "In the flesh,'* The^ r;-ut;stion 1�, sho'uld the
text be rendered "Christ judged sia in th� flesh," or
should it be trenalated "Christ in the flesh judged sin?"
S�iday held that "In the flesh" aa^ifles ''judged," wtiioh
means thet "ia the flesh'* Christ judged sin, But
Denny argued conversely, declaring t;.mt through Christ's
death on the cross God judged thm Bin which was In us.
To substantiate his position ^ie stated:
The truth is, we get on to a wrong track if wo ignore
the force of isi^ik^^i�4 , or fall to see that God,
not c'fn*ist, is the lubject of A'*TtK^*Vti^, Ood's
condemiiation of sin is expressed in Hi� sending His Son
la our nature, and in such a coiarseotion with ain that He
died for it�o-i.e�, took its condeanetion upon HisiBslf,
Christ's death exlilbits (jod's condemnation of sin in the
flesh, . . But Paul does rjot mean that by Hi� sinless
life in our n&tur� Christ had broken the power of sia at
one point for Uie hwii'^n pro�} but he iaeans th^it in the
^%omans 8s3�
^^Sanday, o�, cit,,
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death of Hia own Son, who had coiae in oup nature to raake
atoneaent for sin, Ood had pronounced the doom of sin,
and brought its claims and its authority over man to
an ensd**^
la the light of the latter Interpretation, w!:ich this
investigator Jiidged tne best, sin was conceived as an
hereditary endowaient of man which has been rightly Judged
and fully executed in the death of the Son of man. in this
context, it was noted that ia the condemnation of '*sln'*
there was no special ct^demnation placed upon the "flesh"
as such, but the alien element which had found rootage in
man's nature was condemned. However, this foreign
principle is more tiiian a mere rootage, it has developed a
law within the human {sembers.
The law is s|>oken of as the "law of sin which is in
ay s^mbers."^^ This law or principle of sin is by no xaeans
donnant but Is constantly active with liists or desires./^
When BXi individual is livl nr, xxnder the dominion of this
inner dyna^e, he was said to be "living accord ix to t ie
flesh,' 'walking according to the flesh," "minding the things
of the flesh" or "la the power of the flesh." 'Without
controversy oae so living would be called fleshly, natural,
or ceraal.
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Denny, op. cit., pp. 6l4i?-6i4.6.
Homana 7:23.
Wmans 13!llf�
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But within this EplatXe the Apostle did not leave
the believer to despair but rather pointedly declared "we
are debtors not to the flesh to live after the flesh,
Further he added, ??ye are not in the flesh \ln the sphere
or power of the flesh] but in the spirit If so be that the
Spirit of Qod dwelleth In you. The first reference to
spirit is tJiat of the human spirit but the latter Is a
reference to the Spirit of God. The believer by the power
of the HOly Spirit is enabled to live In accordance with his
hlgiicst nature and is no longer dominated by the dictates
of an inner lew.^^
Sigaaary. In this section it has been shown that the
Apostle utilized the tera "flesh** in at least four basic
ways. He used it in its most elementary form to denote
the bodily organisis, then to Indicate natural generation or
kinship, and also in a cojHprehsnaive sense to include all
77
huaanity. The fourth and most significant usa^o was
that which designated en inner motivating principlei it was
this usage ffhXoh carried the ethical connotation.^^
^^oiaans 8:12.
�'^�^Romans oj9,
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, op. cit., p. 19ti*
\osmns
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R ma 2:28, 1:3, 3:20,
Homans f chapters 7 and 0.
FIRST CORIKTHIAIS
In th� First Corinthian gpistl� th� Apostl� Paul
used th� term "flesh" seven tiiaes. Ia these seven
references there suce at least five shades of lueaning wich
were not utilized in the Roman Epistle* It was the purpose
of this division to consider only those shades of eicaniug
which were not previo\isly exajalned.
Flesh �ad blood. One of tti& three tixaea the Apostle
speaks of "flesh and blood** is found in this Epistle.^*^
In this Instsnce sttentioa was called to the fact that this
was one of the most basic uses of tJM> term ^flesh." '"ithln
this context the expression "flesh" means that "fl@sh and
blood i^lch are natural, belong to a mete rial kingdom and
AO
cannot inherit a kingdom which is spiritual and iaperlshable ,
There Is some hint that there must be a trans formt Ion of
the individual before entrance Into lia^ortality is
possible.
Differentiation of riosh. Then '^flesh" was also
81
conceived of as distinct from the body and distinct "rem
7^1 Corinthians I5i50.
Arch Robertson and Alfred Plujamer, first Epistle
of St. Paul to the Corinthians (Vol. KXXXXl''"oi^ The International
T^lTTcaT^oraroen^iary.' 44 vols.} Edlnburthj T. & T. clark, I'^sy),
pp. 3713 � iio,
Corinthians $:5.
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some other kind of "flesh,"
Since one person was delivered to Satan for th�
destruction of his flesh it was logical to assume that this
"flesh" was distinct from his human body since in the
Second Letter to the Corinthians the punishment is suspended
and tiie man is apparently still alive,^-^ Although this
individual survived the suffering it was quit� likely that
not only were his fleshly lusts destroyed but also he had
soiae physical suffering also,^ Then by implication it
was assumed that the destruction of the "fleah" was
sosehow Intiiaately connected with th� saving of the spirit
In the day of the Lord,
But "^flesh" is not only differentiated froa the body
of th� human being but it was also made distinct from the
�*flesh* of other snlMals, Although reference was mad� to
the "flesh** of birds, of beasts, and of uankind, the Apostle
further decl�^red "not all flesh is the same flesh. ""-^
Then, it laight be essui^d, in a speculative sense, that
^^I Corinthians 15:39�
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Joseph Agar Beet, St. Paul ' s Epistles to the Corinthian i
(Hew York I Thoaiaa Whit taker, lB4l), p. 333�
tobertson and pluimaer, o�, c 11 ? , p, 99o
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I Corinthians 15:39*
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th� "flesh" of animals was of a different texture and was
affected by heredity and by sin in a different way froa that
of humanity.
sojourn of earthly life, .^ith a stronger parabolic
implication the Apostle applied "fleah" to the sojourn of
the earthly life. He declared that some shall "have tribula-
tlon in the flesh. This reference was somewhat of a
spiritualized interpretation of the basic meaning of ??flesh"'
but even here there was not an indication of an ethical
linport. This simply eieans that during the period of life
there will be periods of persecution in wiilch it will be
more difficult to be sttadfast.^^
Faculties of the flesh. Aecording to the writer of
this Epistle the "flesh" was conceived of as a spiritual
entity because he spoke of xaarriage as a laetaphysical
union, when the writer said "they twain shall become one
flesh" he did not mean that they would exist as two
personalities in one body, neither did he Mean th�
actual joining of the bodies of two persons, "plesh"
In this context is given a psychical lEiplicatlon which
heretofore iias been iiientioned only as a 'kotivsting
I Corinthians Yj2c.
^"i^Hobertson and plusffis^r, o�. cit. , p. 15h�
^"^'l Corinthians 6:1b,
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ppinciplo," Behind th� actuid material or th� body, hehlad
the viaible ma there was a spiritual entity which c�n
participate la a s;mbollcal or spiritual union* l^tAS,
�?flesh" assumed a highly spiritualised significance and
bespoke a '?aiotivating principle of life," the *�go,'* '?the
personality of the individual.'* Therefore, it was on th�
level of personality that two persons actually beoem� one;
when this uni n occiH�r�d there was m better tewiinology to
designate toat union than **on� flesh*'* However, In this
context there was no ethloal Implication*
^Isdoia of taie flesh # It was pointed out In ^Is
Epistle tkmt not ''many wise after the flesh** were called to
follow Christ*^^ lot only those who were ccjnsidered "wise**
but also the '*j3i#iity'* and th� "wll-bom"* found little
calling in th� grace of God. Those eduo� ted philosophers
who were endowed with keenly develoj^ed Istellecta fotsad that
there were too many barriers standing betwe^.n the� and
Christ Thla expression '^according to the flesh'* was used
twenty times by the ipostle^^ and when it had any faoral
connotstion it was directly related to the indwelling
Corinthians 1:26*
^^Hoberteon and dimmer, o�. olt#, p# 9^*
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'S* fm Moulton and a. S. CJeden, A Concordance to
the Greek Testament (Edinburgh: T. & f . clar'k, I#'7),*?* SQ7f �
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prlriclpl� of sin. One of the co;x�on saoral references was
^?walking according to the flesh" In which the Individual
was plctiired as llvln under the power of fee lower nature.
Then, In tlils context "'wisdom according to the flesh" would
mean wisdom which was gained by, or in accordance with
that principle of sin, or at best by unaided faculties of
nature. But this wisdom gained in accordance with this lower
principle has no merit before God but contrariwise tends to
stand as an insurmountable ob�ta.cV*^ to a proud, unyielding
intellect. This wisdom "according to the flesh," natural
wisdom, stands In direct contrast to that wisdosi which comes
from above by personal revelation,
3imimary� In this First Letter to the Corinthians
Paul apoke of ^flesh" In two of th� most basic ways: as
"^flesh and blood" and the different kinds of '�flesh," Then,
In a typical sense Paul spoke of th� sojourn of th� earthly
lif� as a time of '?tribulation In the flesh," In this
Letter th� fact was fts�ther established that '^flash" may have
reference to a spiritual entity. Finally, what laan may
gain by nature Is, in some respects, looked upon with con
tempt. Therefore, in this Epistle "flesh*' has reference to
a span of lif� in an earthly body which Is different from
other aniaals, to a spiritual entity which is capable of
^Soaiatians 1:8-9; iphesians 1:17-18.
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'anion with another personality, end to gaining natural wisdom.
in the second Letter to the Corinthians th� Apostle
utilised the expression ''flesh'' eleven times. From these
eleven inst*nices of its employaient there are two broad eatagorle�
into wijich each reference may be placed j each reference may
be considered cither fes '*uhclean'* or as "natural" because
of alienation from God. -'aatural" this investigator
has reference to those faculties which were given by God
but used apart from the llluminatlm of the Holy Spirit and
thus tending to evil or self-will continually.
u::cleanness� There was on� reference to '"unc lean
ness in this I'.piatl� whdch had sianifest significance. 93
In the context of this reference th� Apostle had pointed
out that these believers were "restricted in their affections"
and that this very restriction was brought about by iniquity,
d&rlmess, fellowship with unbelievers, and association with
Idolatrous temples.^ After enumeratlxig the glorioiis
promises made to believers oeceus� they were the temples of
the Lord God, he exhoi&Bd those believers to cleanse themselves
"from all defilement of flesh md spirit.'' This exhortation
93x1 corinthlana 7:1.
^11 Corinthians 6jll-l8.
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"to cleanse'* was in the aorlst tens� of the Greek verb which
96
signified a oooplcted actione In^llcetlon of this was
that both, "flssh^ and spirit must be cleansed from some
foreign element so that holiness may be perfected in a
reverential fear of Ood. Emphasis should be placed not
only upon the negative separating and cleansing but also
on the positive devotion to God which leads to a progressive
perfection of holiness. Therefore, the oomplet� Impact of
th� exhortation was that the cleansing may be completed
sometime In this life but after that cleansing had been ef-
96
footed a progressive perfecting in holiness is the normal
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course of the Christian life.
Flesh as natural. Because '?flesh'* has been constantly
analysed in terms of Greek philosophy rather than in ttie
light of Biblical revelation, John Laidlaw believed that
herein was the basis for much misunderstanding of the Bible
teaching on *flesh, ^ ISila Biblical distinction for Laidlaw
was not th� inherent evil nature of matter and the intrinsic
purity of spirit but rather a distinction between the earthly
Alfred Plummer, The Second Epistle of St. Paul to
the Corinthians (Vol. XXXllT'of The International CrltloaT"
Commentary. 44 vols.i Edinburghs T, & T. Clark, 1915) , p. 211.
^^Th� present tens� may indicate an action in
progress,
97
A. T� Robertson, Word Pictures In The New Testament
(New Yorks Harper and BrothersT" 1931), W, p. 238.
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and heavenly, between the natural end supermatural. "Flesh
Is what m tur� evolves and spirit is wiiat God throui:,h grace
bes tows �
with th� s\iggestion of Laidlaw In view, an analysis
of **riesh'' considered as natural has become much easier
to cofaprehend* This distinction between � arthly and heavenly,
natural and sispernatural , temporal arai eternal, seems to be
the best interpretation of "according to the flesh'* which
this investicator has found, **Aecording to the flesh" in
this letter included ell those earthly, natural, temporal
judgments which laan tu kes apart fro� the illumination of
the spirit of God. ?h� Apostl� spoke of making plans
"according to the flesh, "'knowing Christ according' to the
flesh,'* ''warring according to the f lesh, ^ "glorying according
to the flesh,** "living according to the flesh, '*99 Anyone
living in this fashion would be designoted as a natural man.
The natural Kan lives his life in accordance with his own
wlsdoa; even his knowledf:� of Christ is ttiat knowledge apart
from the illuiaination of the Spirit of God, This life of the
natural man is governed by th� demands of logic, th�
rationalization of all trut*i In accord with th� marred Img�
�f God within himself which ultimately means th� satisfying
^ John Laidlaw, Bible view of Man (Edinburgh} T, &
T. Clark, 1905), p. ll'B'^I
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II Corinthians isl7, 5:l6, 10i4, ll:l8, 10? 2*
of his d��lr�8 on e horlaontsl plcoe. Therefore, the principle
governing the man walkiJig "soeonling to the flesh" was Umt
prlncl 1� which set aside the wisdom of fjod for th� natural
wisdom within th� mm himself, jt has seej!.�^l e� "dent to this
invest '3s tor that et best that principle was in rebellion
against aod�s will, God's plan, and all that God had in lailnd
for the redemption of all nankind,
3uaaary� in the lir^ht of this sec .>nd t.etter to
the Corinthians both '*flesh** and spirit were observed to
hnvo been cimtamlnated with s'"�3 �lien eleisent gained by
nature, and to so-ze extent, by contact wi^ things unclean
theaselvea. Then^ '*fl�3h'* waii used to designate what the
whole of huaanlty was and did apart from tkie llluminaM n
of the Spirit of God, This kind of hmanlu/, it waa seon,
thinks, rea3->fis, plans, and lives �part fs^om th� Spirit
of �''rOd,
GALATI/.KS
The terai ''fleah*' was found in the Bp! stie to the
Galatians sixteen tlats. These sixteen usages have been
a7no^'ticslly des.tgripted as 1) natiiral versus supernatural
and as 2) an inner motivating prlncl.^le ^ich tends toward
evil md corruption. Tic justi'leation for a further appeal
to t^ese two previously nmmad cata�7^*rles was th� added
illifiaination �^iich was found in thia Epiatlo,
natural versus supernatural. In th� opening ehaptera
of this Kplstle th� question was asked those believers,
"Are ye so foolish? havii^ begun in th� Spirit, ar� y� now
made perfect by the flesh?" This question indicates that
after one has begun a Christian life there are two dynamics
which vie for mastery* These two dynamics may be designated
as natural versus supernatural or "flesh" versus Spirit.
The natural dynamic was that which turned on� to hia own
efforts and abilities as a mm& of Justifieatim oefore God,
while the siqjernatural was that coAtinual dependence upon
the merit of the blood of Jesus and upon th� indwelling power
of the H�ly Spirit to guide into all trutii and lead urito
perfection. Calvin wisely chara� terixed these natural,
fading thinjs which offer no genuine power.
�AS the doctrine of the gospel brought to you th�
Holy Spirit, the coKmenceMnt of your course was
spiritual; but now ye have fallen into a wora� condition,
and m&f b� said to have fallen froa th� Spirit into
th� flesh. ? fhe flesh denotes either outward end
fading things, such as ceremonies a''-e, particularly
when they are separated frcaa Christ; or it denotes
dead and fading doctrine. There was a strange Inconsistency
between their splendid commenoeassnt and their further
progress .^^^
Thus, it would never have been posslbl� for Itiis fading
"flesh^* to lead into a spiritual relationship with God*
Althou^ Burton declared that this reference did not have a
John Calvin, Commentaries on th� JSptstle of Pb-oX
the Apostle to the Galat1ans (GranyHapIcis : VMr~'iU'^t.&fSlZan*B
publishing Company, 1^4ti, 0. 82.
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definite laopal connotation, it has seemed evident that the
natural can never engender the si^ernatural neither can
the fleshly mliaaic t^e spiri tual.'^'^* Alti^iough a moral
dynamic was not expl'lcitly sot forth in this passage,
to ^ils Investigator there see^aed to he a definite ^ral
or, at least, a '*��*i-ethical" note Implicit in the
context.
This natural-superaatural distinction was not only
mad� in the walk of tiie believer but It bore directly upon
his birth into spiritual reality, IPhls natural generation
was displayed In the birth of Ishaael, th� first scsa of Abraham,
who was bom of Hagar throiigh natisral wisdom of Abraham
and the natus*�! means of human gsneratlon, i^ut in contrast
to this natural birth of is^mael there was iAxe supernatural
birth of Isaac, the cnlld of precise, by the agency of
faith. This historical instance the salatim writer allegorised
to demonstrate the relationship of those who were born after
the flesh to those bom after the Spirit, This allegory
has set in contrast those ,^4dalsers who were dependent
upon tti� law and upon circumcision for justification with
those who ^rou^s th� Spirit were counting i;^on the merit
of the death of Jesus Christ, Calvin sisMrlEed th� vers�
in this ;aaimer I
Burton, o�, cit,, p, l^S.
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With the same proud disdain do this posterity of
Ishiaael�s, now, on account of outward ceroroonies,
ciroumoision, and the various services of the law,
molest and vaunt over th� lawful sons of Oode^"^
These two instances have pointed to a very clear distinction
between th� natural and the supernatural as they are involved
In salvation. Though not directly qualified in the context,
these references imply that ^flesh," even in an aroral, context,
basically has a moral connotation. This moral implication was
designated by Gaorge A. Turner as ^seml-ethioal. ^"^^^
A dynamic TOtlvatlnig principle^ In th� final section
of the Galatian Epistle, Burton declared that '^flesh'* had
a definite uKiral oonnatlon. Kot only was there a moral im
plication but Burton explicitly defined "flesh** as ??that
element in man's nature which is opposed to goodness and
makes for evll.'*'^^^ Therefore, It has been the purpose of
this paragraph to further illuminate the rasanlng of "fleSh*
as an alien, motivating principle.
Since a spirit of liberty has been granted every true
child of God, this dynamic principle was introduced as a foe
to be observed very closely. This fleshly prlnolpl� must
�^^Galvln, o�� cit., p, 142,
^^^Georg� Allen Turner, The More Bxeellent Way
Inona Lakes Light and Life Prass, 1952)', pT^,
�'�^^Galatlans , Chapters 5-6,
�^^^Burton, og, cit,, 292.
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never be allowed to use toe true liberty of the Spirit
toward uneplrltual ends. Calvin afflTEied, '^Liberty Is not
granted to the fleeb� whlcb ought rati er to be held captive
under the yoKe� but la a spiritual benefit, w dch none but
106
pious ainds are capable of enjoying," John irealey urged,
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"Take no oocaslon from henco to gratify corrupt nature,"
Further, Lesley enjoined: men aust serve one another by
love and thus show that Christ has truly made them free,
Coneeraing this entire section J, B, IJlghtfoot has given
his view:
'This la my cojsr.and, nlk by the rule of the Spirit
a�a if you do so, you will not, you cannot, gratify th�
lists of the flesh. Between th� Spirit and the flcch
there is not only no alliance; there is an lnter�alnable
defedly feud, (you feel these antagonistic fore�� working
in yotts you would fain follow the guidance of your
eojiselenee, and you are dragged back by en opposing power,)
And if you adopt the rule of the Spirit, you there ity
renounce your allegiance to the law, �
la UiiB pass ge the Spirit is doubly contrasted,
first, with the flesh, end secondly, with the law.
The flesh and the law are closely allied; they both
move in the same element, in the sphere of outwnrd and
material things. The law is not only no safeguard against
the flesh, but ruther provokes it; and he who fayl^
renounce the flesh must renotuice the law also,^^^
Thus, the Apostle Paul recognized that the ^flcsh**
106
Calvin, 0�s cit., pp. 15a-l$9�
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John Wesley, Th� s;xplanatory notes upon the ?few
Testament {London: The Bpworth press, 1950) ? p.
�^^^J. B, Lightfoot, The Epistle of st, psul to the
Galatians (Grand Hapldsj Zoridervan FuFTisliing !ToaKe,T'fe4),
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is antagonistic to th� Spirife^^^ �n4 that th� vary desires
of ttie "flesh" are contrary to th� desires of th� %irlt*
This antagonistic force designated '?flesh,'* in the original,
has th� article and this, indicated Burton, signifies that
the term was used as an ohjectiv� fore� for evil. The
force of thl� passage was that these two objective foroes--
"flesh" and Spirit�are diaaietrically opposed the on� to the
other.-^*^^
Because this principle is opposed to th� Spirit,
It will consequently ;aanlfeet itself in a mmmr #ilch is
contrary to the manifestation of love* These mnlfea tat ions
are designated as "worlra of the flesh, ""^'^'^ one� �gain
Burton pointed out that the article used In this passage
was slgnlfleant hi^eauB^ it ob^ctlfled the evil. Further,
he afflr^d. It was evident that this was not Urn neutral
use of **flesh* in this instance which has heretofore been
utlllged. Therefore, the use of "flesh*' In this Inetanee
Is somotulng; apart firo� the bodyj It Is a principle which la
dominating the body* This coaterolliag factor, "fleahi**
uses th� body la a sinful licentious way*-^^^ However, the
^^%alatlftiia 5il7t
Surtoa, o�, �lt,, p. 300,
^^^:alatiens J>!l9,
112
Burton, 0�, cit,, pp, 339-3l|.0.
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opposite is true because the body may be used by the Spirit
for th� ends and purposes which He, the Spirit, haso Th�
pressing question before the Individual Is will he allow
the flesh or the Spirit to have the ascendency.
Thus far in this section th� Apostle has revealed
�flesh" as a foe which robs an individual of his true liberty,
as an objective, antagonistic evil which constantly wars
against the Spirit, and then he offers a stern warning to
those who would sow in accordance with the fleshly
principle I ^'he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh
113
reap corruption." This attitude of th� Galatians of
being unduly concerned for their own temporal welfar�
and unconcerned for th� welfare of otiiers was sowing to
their '*flesho* To live with this attitude means destruction^
In addition to this Calvin showed that to sow to the "flesh"
was to take regard for the needs of this present life without
114
any concern for the future. There Is also a close affinity
between this statement and a statement mad� in the Roman
Letters "If y� live after the flesh, ye shall surely die
but if ye through the Spirit do put to death the deeds of
lis
the body, ye shall live,"
^^%alatlans 6s8.
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Calvin, o�. cit., p. 178.
^^^Romans 8s 13.
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After a negative &xplloation of ''flesh" aft an
objective, antagonistic evil wnlch la a foe to liberty and
n^lch sows the seed of corruption, the Apostl� Paul then s�t
forth a definite deliverance from this motivating priaclpl�
by a crisis and continuation of crucifixion. The crisis
of CTUciflxion is a definite time when this dynamic motivating
principle, "flesh,** is put to death.-*^^^ This crisis is viewed,
by implication of the areek verb, as a cosapleted act.
Therefor�, all that belong to Christ must com� to that point
when t�ie ''flesh'* is crucified and the Spirit ia exalted to
th� position of mastery.
If this ciniclflxlon of th� "^lesh" is to be valid,
th�n th� saa� attitude which brought about the death of the
"flesh" mast be constantly maintained. In this context the
Apostle used the present Imperatlv� of th� creek verb to
urge the believers to continue to walk lender th� power of
th� Spirit, "^^'^ Therefore, if th� believer oontlnuea to yield
to the Inner urges of the Spirit he may rest assured that he
will not lapse back into the former state of sin from nftiich
he was delivered. Concerning this spiritual walk Wesley
wrote that one who is following th� guidanee of th� Spirit
in all things will not fulfill th� desire of the corrupt
bal&tians
Galatipns,-5:l6,
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nature in anything. To this explanation Adam Clarke
added:
All genuine Christians have crucified tiie flesh�
are so far from obeying its dictates and actlnr', under
its influence, that they have crucified t? eir sensual
appetites; they have nailed them to the cross of Christ,
where they have expired with him; hence, says St. Paul,
Horn. vi. 6, our old man�the flesh, with its affections
and lusts, is crucified with him, that the body of sin
might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve
sin. By which we see that Cod has fully designed to save
all who believe in Christ froaati all sin n^ether outward
or inward, with all fee af factions.
Therefore, frtaa this objectified moral evil, the
"flesh," the believer is to be delivered completely in this
life, and, according to this Epistle, this deliverance is
not natural but supernatural, not according to the ability
of man but according to the power of Cod. This inner principle
from irtiich the believer must be delivered is by Adam Clarke
designated "the old maa"^^^ and by Lang� it is mad� equivalent
with the "sin In the f lesh. "'^^�^ ^e Interested reader should
nark the simillarity between this Letter and the Homan Letter.
EPHESIAIS
^^^?i'eal@ft 0�. cit. , p. 696.
^^*^Adam Clerk�, The Hew Testament of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ {H�w Yorkj Carlton t Porter, n. d. ), II, pTl^TT'
John Peter Lange, galatl ai^^-Coloss 1 ana (Vol. VII of
T anf:e*s coamientary on th� Holy 3crTptur�s^, Translated by Philip
B'chafi'.' 'A^ vols.; Grand aaplds: ?;ond�rvan publishing House,
n.d.), p. lifO.
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in Paul* a Bpheaian Bpistl� h� utilljjad th� t�ra
"riesh" six times. Th� cont�nt of thes� usages hav� prevloxisly
been examined but th� context of this Epistle adds new light
to tl^j� previous employments. First, th� faculties of th�
"flesh" received adiitlonal treatiJient in this Epistle; and
secondly, a n�w light was cast upon "flesh-' as portainii^
to th� physical body. The purpose of the Investigator in
the next two paragraphs was to set forth the further unfolding
of tfc� concept as found in this Epistle.
Flesh and the body, with reference to the body th�
Apostle declared that "no man �ver yet hatad his own flesh. "^^^
This was understood to b� e aon-aoral reference, ''nis own
flesh," Wesley took to mean th� person himself. -^^^ Further,
he added, the man nourishes and cherishes himself or feeds
and clothes hiiaself. The implication of this passag�' is that
'*fl�sh" is th� basic bairx>; of the person, that it both needs
and deserves & certain attention. Becaua� th� '^flesh"
needs smd deserves attention, there Is �X)d basis for th�
�xliortation to "love our^ neighbor as ourself The passage
iaplies that there ar� basic drives within the very eons ti tut ion
of a person and that the satisfaction of thes� drives is not
^^^^Sphesians 58 29.
-^"^^ealey, o�, cit., p. ?19.
12k
^Matthew 22;39 (underlining mine,)
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only pormisslbl� but expected since froia th� time of creation
none has ever failed to do this.
Faculties of the flesh. The Epistle to the Ephesians
also pointed out that there were faculties of the 'flesh"
which express themselves through spiritual modes. By these
spiritual modes is a^ant "th� d�sir�a of the flesh" and th�
"will of th� fl�sh," Th�r�for�, th� "flesh" has both a will
and desires which further evinces the fact of a spiritual
entity behind the physical aaanif�station. This spiritual
entity has aind, will, affection and iirge either dormant or
active ^ich may be directed Godward or self-ward, when thes�
facilities of this spiritual entity i^e utilised gelfward then
the person is said to be '^walking aecording to the flesh,"
but when they are employed Godward, he Is then "walking
aecording to the Spirit,"
Suaaaary, In this gplstle the use of the term "flesh"
for a spiritual entity within the personality is further
explicated and also one Instance is cited wherein the "flesh"
was designated as an object of love rather than a foe to
b� cast out and cruclfl�d,
HilLIPPIAMS
Th� word ��flesh" was used in only one context in
the phillppian Epistle that could cast additional light upon
the present Investigetlonj "we. . . hav� no confidence In
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the flesh. ""^^ Vincent has pointed out that "flesh" Is that
state of huaan nature prior to regeneration in which the
whole being acts apart froia th� Spirit of God. Further,
he affirjaed this term characterises not only the lower end
sensual but all th� highest attelnaients apart from God whether
they be physical, intellectual or a�sthetic. To trust in
the "flesh" is to look to legal observance, circuaclsion,
descent, or ritualistic strictness apart from surrender,
126
faith, and the Spirit of Ood. Wesley also maintained
that "confidence in the flesh" means confidence In any out-
127
ward advantage or prerogative.**^*
Siaaaary. This Epistle indicated that a trust in the
natural powers which are delegated to the individual is not
enough to merit the gift of lif� everlasting. All that the
individual can do within himself is to no avail unless the
Spirit of God bs sought and found.
COLOSSIAKS
In the colosslan Epistle th� Apostl� mad� on� reference
to th� "flesh" ^leh was of further signiflean� to this study.
�^^^hlUpplans 3:3.
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Marvin R. Vincent, The Epistles to th� Philipplans and
to phlletBon (Vol. XXXVII of The jEnternat13'nal'''Gritloa^ Comiseniary^ vols . ; New york: Charles serlbner�s Sons, 1597), p. "^^Ti
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Wesley, o^. cit., p. 733�
He rerei�red to the *�body which consists in th� flesh, "-^^^
This verb should be interpreted as passive which would render
the paasage **the body of flo sh was put off from you by the
circumcision of Christ. "^^^ This fleshly body certainly
does not consist in the physical body, for no believer has
ever stepped out of the physical body through the new birth.
Thus, there anist be some type of bo^ i^ich exists within
the earthly body* it is the conviction of this
investigator, along with several ooaBaentators,^^^ that this
body should be equated with "^the old man" arri "sin in th�
fl�sh, " ^ut Wesley, to the contrary, applied this to
putting away the sins of th� evil nature,
EPISTOLARY SI1MI4AHT
in the Ipistle to the Romans the Apostle Paul employed
the term "flesh" to Indicate the bodily orgaMsa, natural
generation, huiaanity in its weakness, and also an Inner
aotlvatlng principle. For the purpose of this Investigation
126
Interpreting "of the flesh" as a genitive of
apposition.
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T. K. Ahbott, The Kplstles to the Ephesians and to the
Colossi ans (vol. XXXVI of Tne interna tTonal Critical Co^enTary�
vols,} Sew York: Charles Scrlbner* s Sons, 1902), p. ^i)U,
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Lange and Clarke.
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Wesley, o�, cit., p. 746,
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the last connotation was the most important,
in the First Letter to the Corinthians the Apostl�
utillEed ttie term to bespeak flesh ard blood, different
kinds of flesh, this earthly sojourn, a spiritual being in
th� personality, and also a certain kind of wisdom. The
establishment of "flesh" as a spiritual entity In this
Epistle was important as further evidence of that designation
in other Epistles, This '^fleshly vdsd^M" mentioned in this
L�tt�r is the first unfolding of th� Inability of the natural,
unaided man.
The second Letter to the Corintnians points out the
alien �l�m�nt within the "flesh" from which It should and
must be cleansed, 'Jhen, a wide area of this Letter was
devoted to descriDing lx�th the inability and the futility
of th� "flesh." It is "flesh" as natural which, by som,
is designated as seEil-ethlcal,
The Qalatlan ipistle further explicates, substantiates,
and illuialnst�s the previous usages of the '*fl@sh" as both
natural and as a Kiotlvating principle.
An iaportant addition of the Epheslan Letter was the
positive note that was given to the "flesh," It was in this
Epistle that th� positlvo statesient was Md� "no man ever
yet hated his own flesh," This pointed out v�ry clearly
that "flesh" is not always to be hat�d, d�spl��d, and
rejected.
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Th� Phillppian Latter furth�r showed th� Inability
of man's natural endowatent when uninfluenced by the Spirit
or God, Thus, it revealed that a trust in natural powers
is not sufficient to raerit the gift of Qod.
in the Letter to the church at colossa� the Apostle
identified the "body of flesh" with the principle of sin
or "the old laan," This was probably the clearest identification
of the "flesh" with the bid man."
The other Epistles of th� Apostl� Paul addad nothing
of Isaportanc� to this exegetlcal study.
CHAFTEH IV
AN HISTOHICAL SURVEY OF
THEOLOGICAL IHTSRPHETATIOM
The preceding chapter was an ettenipt to show from
an exegetlcal view the use which the Apostle Paul aad�
of the term �?flesh" in his Epistolary writings. A summary
of that study revealed that the Apostle applied the term
in different meanings which were determined by the context
and the eagployaent . Since there were different meanings
given'**th� �xpr�sslon in various contexts, it uCs more than
probable that there should arise a divergence of interpretations
of the word. This present chapter has sought to show froa
an historical survey th� various interpretations which
have been given to the concept "flesh" by the diverse
theological schools.
This chapter consists in three major sections; the
Calvinlstlc, the Keswicklan, and the Wesleyan. These
particular achools have been chosen because they �re repre
sentative of the raajor branches of Protestant conservatism.
Although the Keswicklan aiovejaent was established upon a
Calvinlstlc premise, this investigator deemed it of iMportanc�
because of the emphasis placed on Bible study, th� Victorious
Li-fe* ^nd the winning of souls.
GALVIKISTIC
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John Calvin {I509-156I4.) . John Calvin was �ducbtad
at th� university of Paris throu^ th� sacrificial effort
of his burgher father. A-fter his graduation from the
university h� pursued a humanistic trend of tlaought taklrii^
great interest In piety and morals. Through the providence
of God, sometim� 1 1 tii� early ttilrties, Calvin experienced
"a sudden conversion,*' "received some taste and knowledge
of true piety" and then began the study of theology.
At the age of twenty-six he had completed his institutio
Chris tianae Hellglonls, which sine� that tlia� has been the
text l^ok of pi^testant theology and an "arsenal for
opponent� of loos� discipline or arbitrary gov�rmQ�nt. "-^^^
Of all that covild b� written of the aian, John Calvin, the
fact still reaialns that he has had a breadth of influence
on two continents and his lilstorle work has proved to be
an influential factor in one trend df present day theology, -^^^
There were at least three ways in which Calvin interpreted
"flesh" which have proved enlightening to this study. First,
h� seeiaed to hint that "flesh" was to be identified with
th� physical. Although h� did not explicitly state that
sin and th� "flesh" w�r� synonomous, he mad� som� 8ev�r�
�^"^^�rbert D, poster, "John Calvin," A Cyclopedia of
gducatlon (1st ed.), I, ^9-5-91.
*"
^^%eo-orthodoxy.
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accusations against tho body which would lead one to balicv�
that th� body is inflicted with �vll, H� said, "that �very
thing In man, th� understanding and will, th� soul and body,
is polluted and engrossed by this concupicence. " Then he
quoted Peter Lombard as declaring that sin was in th�
'*flesh, " according to the testiaiony of Paul, not exclusively
in th� flesh but th�r� because that is th� seat of its chief
manifestation. Th�n, according to Calvin, "Fsul removes
�very doubt by informing us that th� corruption reside� not
in on� part only (^od�J , but that there is nothing pur� sM
Ilk
uncontaialnated by its mortal infection."
sec ndly, Calvin caade flesh on� of the faculties of
th� so ^1 which stands in constant opposition to the Spirit.
He declared, "Under th� t�ria fleah, he ^au^ �ver included
all that huaan netm*� is, everything in �aa, except the sanc
tifies tion of th� Spirit. ""^^^ in this Instance he went on
to say that both flesh and spirit belong to the soul and ere
constant faculties; th� former referring to th� natural,
unr�g�nerate portion while the spirit spealcs of th� new
nature which is implanted by regeneration. This proposition
formed the basis for the two-nature theory of the regenerate
�^"^^john Calvin, institutes of the Christian Religion
(Philadelphia: Presbyterian BoBr^ot Christian ^d\3cationi'
g.d.J ),'pp. 275-276.
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t.oul. According to Calvin's view, Romans, chapter seven,
represents that individual who has be^n regenerated and remains
in a constant stru^^gl� all his life. This proves to be
humbling to his so al and a constant reminder that ho is nothing
without the '-race of God,^^^
Thirdly, Calvin implicitly Idontlfied "flesh" with
original sin or Inherited depravity. In this identification
he declared that original sin was a hereditary depravity
which is obnoxious to the Divine wrath and which works in
mar^lnd all the "works of the flesh. ""^^"^ Thus, there must
be some connection between original ain and "flesh" if the
latter ean produce the '?works of the flosh. " Then further,
Calvin taught that the Spirit is opposed to "the old man" ,
and the '?flesh, "^^� By "the old aan" ar^ the "flesh,"
which in this section it seemed he equated, Calvin meant
that original sin, that inborn corruption which every �an
has by nature. The opposition by th� Spirit of God is
brought about by regeneration, and this regeneration is th�
only means by which th� power of th� "fleah" can be hedged.
7ro:& this presentation of Calvin's position it can
readily be seen tliat for him there was no �xperienc� of d�-
^3'^Ibld.,,pp. 26lf.
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liveranc� from inborn sin possible in this life. His primary
weakness lay in a faulty view of sin, human nature, and the
sovereignty of God, In the mind of Calvin sin represented
anything short of the absolute perfection of Godj but God
has never purposed for men to be as He, himself, is or He
would have made them such. Furthermore for Calvin, all
of human nature is natural and thus "flesh" i and this flesh
has nothing which to offer God| but God has urged men to
present their bodies as living sacrifices to Himself, In
his view of God's sovereignty Calvin overlooked the pater
nalistic motive in creation. If Qod chose to display his
might over a helpless subject left to his arbitrary mercy, then
Calvin's view was correct j but on the other hand, if God chose
to "call out a people for his nam�" and be their father, then
Calvin has placed the emphasis in th� wrong place. To this
investigator these three faulty views form the basis for
Calvin's extreme treatment of the "flesh."
Charles Hodge (1797-1878), Charles Hodge was a
Oalvinistic theologian in the Presbyterian Seminary at
Princeton, N, J, His own training at Princeton under Archi
bald Alexander greatly Influenced his life and work. During
his tenure of teaching he wrote several distinguished volumes
amc:rig which ar� A Commentary on the Bpistle to the Romans,
The Way of Life ( a commentary on the Pauline Epistles) , and
Systematic Theology � These writings not only gave him
6a
prestige in America but the flavor of his thought was appre
ciated abroad by many Scottish theologlans,'^-^*^
in his ;=|Y�<-'*'^�<-<^ TiiaalQ^, Hodge stated four positions
with regard to original sin which he identified with th�
"flesh": l)it is the body, 2) it is seated in the sensuous
nature of man, 3) th� heart as distlnguishsd from th� und�r-
standing is th� seat of indwelling sin, i}.) "th� whole nian,
soul and body, the higner as well as the lower, the intellectual
as well as the emotional faculties of th� soul, is affected
by the corruption of our nature. The last position,
affinaad Ho<^S�� '^as th� right vieWj b�ing th� view which has
b�en consistently held by the Lutheran and |!�form�d churches.
This latter view, i^ich Hodge confessedly held, placed depravity
in all the faculties of the human being. Thus, not only
in the spiritual or psychological aspects of the personality
but also the physical or bodily are possessed with the principle
of indwelling sin.
m the scheme of Hodge this very principle was exhibited
in the seventh chapter of Romans iirtiere It was clearly ntanlfest
to be a factor above the mastery of the believer. According
to '-lodge the whole them� of Romans,- chapter ssven, was
�^-^%\iaas Maione. Dictionary of American Biography
(Hew yorks Charles scrlbner 's Sons, 19^3)* PP- 99-9^ �
"^^^harles Hodge, Syst�ma tlc Th�o logy {H�w York: Charles
scrlbner �s Sons, 19^9)* II � P� 255^
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"sold under sin." So complete is this bondage to sin that
no deliverance from it could possible be expected?
A man may be subject to a power which, of himself,
he cannot effectually reaistj against which he may and
does struggle, and from which he earnestly desires to
b3 free} but which, notwithstanding all his efforts,
still asserts its authority. This is precisely the
bondage to sin of which every believer is conscious .^^^
Not only was there no deliverance from this principle of sin
but the believer was driven to confess that "in me dwelleth
no good thing." By this, said Hodge, Paul meant in his nature
apart from Divine influence, in him apart from the work of
the Holy Spirit, good was not to be found. Thus, to be in
the "flesh" is "to be unrenewed and wcider the government of
our own depraved nature. "^^^
Finally, in quoting Martin Luther, Hodge boldly ad
mitted that this war in the soul will be with believers as
long as they lives
And this conflict betv/een fleah and Spirit, he
/Jitither/ says, in his preface to this epistle, /^omsns/
continues in us so long as w� live, in some more, and
in others less, according as the one or the other
principle is the stronger. Yet the whole man is both
flesh and S pirlt, and contends with himself until he
is completely spiritual, "1^3
By this last statement he was seeking to say that there is
no deliverance for the soul until it is transplanted out of
^^�^Charles Hodge , Th� Epistle to the Romans (New York)
A. C. Armstrong and Son, 1�90), p, 360 .
"^^^Ibid, , p, 365 ,
^^^Ibid., p. 371.
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the body and until all tba natural desires, feelings, and
tho\jghts are gone, since all these are per.iieated by sin.
The actual difference between Calvin and Eodge was
practically none, any difference which did exist being
primarily that of terminology rather than content. While
Hodge explicitly identified "flesh'' with indwelling sin he
was quite narrow In his interpretation of what it can imply
in other instances. For example, in his context of thought
one is mad� to feel that it is a sin to be finite, to b�
natural, to b� mortal. %rth�r, he did not take into con
sideration the fact that in th� vast loajority of times
the word "flesh" is used, it has no laoral connotation at
all. Finally, in this state of finiteness, this unceasing
battle against mortality, t :is temple of "flesh'* in which
man dwells must not have the same iiapl lea tlon to Cod that it
had to Charles Hodge, for if it had, surely he would not have
"sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh." In
conclusion let it be said that HOdge's view of �'flesh" was
altogether too narrowly defined to represent a thoroughly
Biblical af'proaeh to the subject. His position has seemed
to be a result of setting finite man in antithesis to the
inflnit�, absolut� God, which n�v�r was m�Ent to b�, because
raan is man and Qod is God.
John Laidlaw (1832-19Q6). joiin Laidlaw, for twenty-
fhr�� years th� professor of systematic th�olo3y In 2?�w Golleg�,
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Edinburgh, was a distinguished conservative theologian,
basing his teaching upon the thoiight of the Heforxnatfon
divines. At all times his work was a combination of conser
vative theology with genuine scholarship. "^^^ This theologian
has been chosen because he has represented the Reformed
thought in one of its most modified phases, because he evidenced
clear Insight into the problem involved, and because he
added one significant insight which it seemed has been neglected
by most writers on the subject,
Laidlaw has made differentiations in the term ''flesh* *^
TO him it meant something physical, and it aiso had an
ethical connotation, ^en "flesh** is used for one part of
human nature as opposed to another part then it naturally
stands for the lower part. "Hot a single passage in the old
Testament can be adduced where �in * is used to denote man�i
sensuous nature as th� seat of an opposition against his
spirit, and of a bias towards sin." Thus, in the Old Testament
and In all the references to ^flesh" In the lower sens� it
has ref�r�nc� to the perishable^ flnitude, and frailty
of mankind.
AS to the ethical usa.;� of the term, Laidlaw asserted
that '*fl�sh" d�not�d th� principle, or the seat of th� principle j>
which in fallen hitman natur� resists the divln� law, which Is
�^�^'\,eslie Stephen and Sidney L@e, The Dictionary- of lational
Biography (London: Oxford university Press
'
pp .^iTT'^TZr'
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contrasted with the mind or man's own higher nature consenting
to the law, �nd which even in the regenerate makes war against
the spirit, in an ethical sense, ^^fleah" is equated with
^the old aan, ^ '^the body of sin," and "the law in th� members.**
These terms however, do not refer to the physical body,
according to Laidlaw, for he has gone to great length to
show tho Greek philosophical basis i^iich underlies such an
idea. The meaning of "flesh" then is "that through which
aian, in his natural state, is descended from a sinful race,
And inherits a sinful nature, and the ters Is used to denote
that nature." *'Flesh'* does hav� a certain connection with
the lower meaning of huaian nature, thought Laidlaw, but he
made no apology for that, declaring that the Holy Spirit
has poured new content into old termlnolo^. ^^'^^
Oi^ of t^e �ost important contributions of laidlaw
in the proper understanding of the term has been his tru�
Biblical distlaction b�tw�en ^flesh'* and '?spirit.'* After
h� had gon� to considerable extent to show the Greek philosophical
fomdation upon wiiich the hyper-calvialstlc view rests,
he then stated ^at h�' considered to b� the Biblical position.
To Laidlaw the proper distinction was not between �*flesh" and
^?spirit'* but ^e Biblical antithesis of earthly and heavenly,
natural and supernatural. To him '?flesh'* is what nature evolves
^^%aldlaw, 0�. cit., p. 120.
^^^Ibid. , pp. 112-120.
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but "spirit" is wbst Ood through graee bestows. Thus in
this conception it could easily be> seen that when "flesh"'
is ethically intensified to the utmost, it is still appreciably
distinct frost the notion of evil as necessarily residing
in matter, This intensified meaning of '?flesh" Is uaed
because it Is la the **f lesh, that la, in the course of life
that man becomes contaminated with the principle of indwelling
sin.
This presentation of the subject has great value In
that it has made reference to one phase of th� seenlng of
"flesh** which other writers have not opened as extensively
as has Laidlaw. However, in his presentation he did not mke
eny claims for the power of th� Holy Spirit to deliver one
from this tendency toward the natural and th� earthly in
this life.
Augustus Hopkins Strong* { 1836*1921 ) . AOf^ustug Hopkins
Strong waa recognized as one of the meat distinguished
Baptist theological leaders of hia times. Strong�3 training
included graduation froa Yale and Hochester Theological
S�ainary with on� year of study at th� trniversity of Berlin.
After his study abroad h� served two pastorates in Ohio
until in 1872 when he was chosen president of Boch�st@r
Theological seminary. At Bochester he was professor of
^^"^Ibld. , p. 119
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Biblical Tbeology but apart froa his class-room work h� was
vcrj IruTluential as a writer. Strong was chosen as r rep
resentative In the Calvinlstlc school for this paper because
ho has represented a mediating position between the extreai�
branch of
,
Calvinism and sono of th� more r.Aocerate Armlnlana �
Strong defined "flesh" in the words of F- B. Meyer:
"The purely huaan element in man, aa opposed to the divine
principle, The beat definition of ��flesh'*. Strong set
forth, waa that of Julius Muller: '^huasan nat^H*� m living
1^0
in and for itself, sundered from Qod and opposed to him**'
In other than these statements Strong gave no clear definition
of his own for ^flesh. " The beat understanding of his concept
was obtained from his treafei^nt of "flesh" as presented in
his doctrine of aanctlfiestion,
Sanctificatlon was defined by Strong as "'that eontlnuoys
operation of the Holy Spirit, by ^ich th� holy disposition
imparted in re^neration is maintained and strengthened,
"-^^-^
From this definition Strong drew t}xte& Implicationss 1)
tliat after the governing diaposltion of th� soul la mad� holy
there Is still remaining certalia unsubdued tendencies
-^^Stephen and Lee, o�, cit., pp. 1^2, lk3*
^^^A. H. Strong, syst^u^tic Theology (Philadelphia: The
judson press, 1907), pTpS^
^^Qjbld.
^^^Ibld,, p. 669.
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toward evil; 2) that the existence of two natures in the
believer gives rise to a conflict which lasts throughout
life; 3) that the Holy Spirit enables the believer through
faith to more fully and consciously appropriate Christ and
each of these implications Strong cited references in the
Pauline Epistles as a basis for this position.
The position adopted by strong was closely akin to
Calvin* s and Hodge's. However, the major difference was
that Strong did not leave the believer to a hopeless �nd\aranc�
of the "flesh" but -urges rather insistently upon nis being
diligent in gi^owth through the Word, surrender, and prayer. -^^3
It was precisely at this point that Strong acted as a
mediator between two extreme positions*
John Gresham Machen (1881-1937). John Gresham Machen
has been characterized as one of th� foremost defenders of
the Christian faith which any modern generation has produced.
Machan was of strongly Christian parentage which is part of
th� explanation for his stern dsfense of th� faith while at
Princeton. Very d�finit�ly was Machen in the Reformed tradition
as was �videneed by the ton� of all his writings, in his
last published volume, Th� Christian View of Man, Machen
to make conquest of the remaining sinful nature. 152 For
152.
Ibid., ppe 869, 70.
Ibid. , p. Q7h�153
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expounded Biblical truth according to the Reformed standards*
The Christian Church of this era owes much to this sttiunch
defender of the feith.^^^
In his exposition of "fleah" Machen denied th^tt th�
physical, material "flesh'' was evil or that "flesh" only referred
to th� bodily, enimal natur� of man. ?vith th�s� two negatives
of "flesh^ he proeeeded t� point out three uses of the term
in th� Scriptures: 1) "flesh^ siay "lave simply th� physical
��anlng; 2) it say designate man in his weakness j 3) or
^flesh" may designate man as lost in sin�as he is until h�
is r�g�n�rat�d by the Spirit of God, Machen affirmed that
when "flesh *? was used In an evil sense In th� Bible, it was
this third meaning ifeich was most frequently given to the
ters� The designation of th� term was not th� lower part of
Ban's nature but all of man's natur� as sptl^st the infinite.
Machen concluded that th� Bible did not teach tha.t
sin was situated in th� body but rather that it made h\iman
bodies its instru^nt and that the bodily appetites occasion
Eluch of the fall toward sin in teaptation*^-^
While Machen ciade a long step for a Calvinist in d�nying
that sin did not reside in the physical body, he was not as
^^^?illlam Masselink, J. Gresham Machen (Grand Haplds:
Zondervan publishing coasipeny, IR. d ."p ) , pp. 1-23.
155
J, Greshs^ Machen, The Christian View of Man {lew york:
Macallllan, 1937), pp. 212-1217.
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explicit and as conclusive as one might have '.t.^shcd him to
have heen� Prom a study of Mach^'-n it wes evident that he
did not equate "flash" with inborn sin.
Rene Pache {/fo4'� )� ^enh Pachl, currently president
of EBsaaus Bible School at Lausanne, Switzerland, received
his doctorate in Law at Lausanne. After a very skeptical
period in his life he soundly converted through reading
the scriptures. After his converJilon he felt called to prance
to study in a Bible school for a year. Since his conversion
th� author has been actively engaged In pregiching in i�st of
th� countries of western Europe* Besides his work in an
Inter-Varsity Fellowship in Frame �jid Switzerland, th�
sutlior of this volms�, ?h� Peraoa and y^rk of the Holy Spirit,
has also writt�n expositions on several Biblical books.
AS wis observed from this presentation the writer Is of th�..
Hefoi^aed tradition*
There were at least seven Ideas which Pach� presented
with respect to th� "flesh."
!? What was the "flesh" aecording to Pache? The
"flesh," said he, is aor� trian sin In us, it is aor� than the
physical body; "flesh la our whole being, our SELF, all that
we are by nature nfeen not in jesus Christ.
l5-6||en� Pache, The "person and work of the Holy Spirit
(Chicago: Moody Press, t^^k) $ i3B"
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2. The "flesh" is by its very natur� sold to �in.
Here he quoted the testi^^ony of th� Apostl� Paulj "I &m
camel, sold %mi.er sin,'*^^'^
3* Th� "flesh" as it exists in th� unregenerate san
is unchanged in tli� believer. According to pachi th� ^flesh"
is like aa old tree with a graft in it: th� old tr�� continues
to send out wild sprouts, Becaus� of such unyielding opposition
the "flesh" �xerts, aod�s only r@��dy for it is Ui� way of
crucifixion.
4* with this natur� of "flesh" still in him the
believer has the constant opportisilty to live after the
"flesh." Paul said, "For they that are after the flesh
do aind the things of the flesh . � ? so then, brethren,
we are debtors, not to th� flesh to live after the flesh. "-^^^
To those believers at Corinth this s�iae Apostle wrote de
claring that they were carnal and lived like other men.
5� The end -of the believer living according to th�
"flesh** Is spiritual deatti. Th� author declared that those
who knowingly and willfully continue to grieve th� Spirit
by refusing will of cod, will ultimately reach perdition.
6� The deliverance for th� Christian is through th�
spirit* s work in keeping th� "flesh" In subjection. This
Eomans 7 : l4�
Ro��ns 8jS, 12.
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process waa likened to tho f;ard�ner who has often had to
trim back th� shoots of tho old tr�� until the new graft
was abl� to grow and r�ceive the strength from th� tree.
There is, according to Pache, no full deliverance fro� th�
^old man," but he must be constantly held in subjoction
by the Spirit of Qod.
7� The subjection is never complete and all through
life ther� is a constant struggle against th� power of th�
''flesh.'* Ther� is no Scriptural authority for believing
that the "old man" is completely d�ad aad that th� root of
sin has been pli^ked out. Furtheraiore, he continued to
argue that th� seventh and eighth chapters of Hoaans show
clearly that the "old �an" Is at constant work ia th� life
of the believer* "Consequently up to th� last, we shall
hav� to make sure that our 'old aan* Is daily sub Jug ted
by th� Spirit. "^^^
3y way o-f enalyais this writer has noted that although
Pache has written �xtensivsly concerning th� "flesh," he has
oaitted so^ scriptural passages which add considerabl� light
to such a study. He has exposed on� phase of th� term.
His definition of "flesh" was bes�d solely upon on� passage
of scripture with no genuine oonsldoration of what others had
to add to th� subject. Furth�r�>r�, Peohl declared that "flesh
Ibid., pp. l36-ll-(-2
7k
rejaMtins unchanged in the regenerate. But the Apostle asserted
that **they that are Christ's have crucified the fiesh with
its affections and lusts." How could anyone he in Christ
and in the "flesh" at t-ie same time? Also, in saying thst
any teaching of entire Sanctificatlon is unacriptural,
he has not tr^kea into consideration the aoriat tense of
many of tiie Pauline passages, the strength of such words
as "destroy," and th� expressed desire of peul that th�
161
believers at Thessalonlca be "sanctified wholly*"
SUMMAHY
^at has been said concerning those in th� Calvinlstlc
school of Interpretation of the word ''flesh" can b� suiaiaed
up in four stateiients:
1. Many of the writers have identified "flesh" with
aatter without having aad� a thorotjgh investigation into
all the implications of the tens.
2� A presupposed philosophical position, th� sovereignty
or God as opposed to the finiteness of man, has driven thea
to make certain statesients which �re decidedly �xtrem� when
the whol� of scriptiiT� ia considered,
3. Most of the writers in defining th� term hav�
^^^Galatians $:2l\.,
161
I Thessalonians 5t23.
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given a definition wtoicli is sultebl� for only on� or two
ssyjcots of th� Scriptariil metmini^ of '*f loah. "
Ir* Most of th� writers did identify 'Tleah" with
ja&n's fallen nature or indwelling sin.
msmoKim
Gyrus Ingerson Scofield (1%3- ^^-^^ )� Cyrus Ingerson
Scofield was converted in 1379 and was ordalrjod in th�
Congregational ministry. H� held successful pastorates
in both Texas end Massachusetts. H� is probably b�st known
for his edition of th� Bible, Th� Scofield Hefererxc� Bible.
m his d�finitlon of ^flesh** Scofield quoted th�
definition giv�n by J. H. Thay�r * s - greek'gnEl 1�h Lexioon of
the H�w Testauaent. Concerning this particular definition
Scofield declared that Thayer licilted th� �thically bad
sense of th� word *'flssh'* to-th� soul aad that th� body was
�xcliided. If the definition of "flesh" war� a �@r� lexical
question, this definition given by Thayer would setsl� the
question, however, scofield pointed out that th� tru� definition
or th� te^ should be based upon tho Apostle' a usage of it
in th� scriptures. His critique of Thayer's definition
included these three statements;
^^2mio�s Wh� in America, 19^*1921, (Chicago* j|, i.
Marquis ,'-rm)irp*'^m
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It is submitted:
!� that Tb�yer�s qualification, 'expressly or
tacitly^ooposed to the Spirit of God' is too liaiting.
Zm , tbe 'flesh,' in this moral sense, is never
in Scripture said to be bad because 'apart fro� divine
influence, � , ,
3. and Thayer's definition makes ^r<pJ in the bad
sense to aean only 'laere human n�i\ire'; Scripture not
only never speaks of a fleshly, nature, but in Paul's
characteristic discussions jf^fy^ is used, without limitation,
of the whole natural aan.^^-^
Further, in hia explanation of the "flesh," he declared that
the body was not only the ^seat and hcN�e ot0^^^ , but
identified with it sufficiently which answers the notion
that the flesh aay be entirely eradicated. With thia,
ri� ^-gvo seven other definitions which cover those aspects
previously sientioned in this paper.
^ile it must be acknowledged that Scofield was a
iiible scholar* one must be careful in following hia ia all
his conclusions without personal research into th� field.
Scofi�ld did not tak� into considoration the fact that
Paul exhorted believers to cleanse themselves "froa all
l6S
filthin�8S of th� flesh and spirit.^ The tense of the verb
in this Instance was the aorlst imperative. The Apostl� also
said that '*they that are Christ's have crucified th� flesh
with its affections and lusts." Thes� scriptures, plus
^^�^G* !� Scofield, Scofield Bible Gorre s po ndenc� Course
(Chicago: Moody pr�38, 19^7) � p. kvt -
^^ibiJ., p. 458.
i6iJ
II Corinthians 7:1.
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a full consideration of all the Implications of the Pauline
usages tend to show the limitation of Scofield �s interpre
tation. However negative this presentation of Scofield* s
view of th� "flesh" may seem, at other references he is very
Insistent upon the Christian obtaining victory through Christ.
In spite of his view of the "flesh" he exhorted believers to
be filled *ith the Spirit and it was for this reason that h�
was called an adherent to the Keswioklejn School,
Ruth Paxson (1876-1949), Ruth Paxson, a missionary
to China, has presented in her best known volume. Life On
The Highest Plane, the substance of lectures given to
missionaries and workers on th� field.
The basic approach to God*s plan of redemption which
was Inherent in this writer was mildly Calvinlstlc. However,
the distinctive feature of her approach was the unusually
strong emphasis which sh� placed upon deliverance from sin
and empowerment for service.
According to Miss Paxson, Qod appointed Adam th�
federal head of the -^ole race and thus, when Adam sinned,
he became defiled and all his seed after him were infested
with rebellion. His sin wrought havoc in all the universe
to the extent that all things are distorted by sin.
Although a strong emphasis was placed upon victory by Ulas
paxson, sh� nevertheless identifisd sin, to some extent,
with th� human body, quoting Paul as her authorityi "th�
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166law of sin which is in my members*** According to her view
^� man who Is spiritual still has two natures existing within
him after he enters into a victorious life. With strong em
phasis Miss Paxson sought to show that the spiritual man is
habitually alive to God and dead to sin and to self. He is
a bondservant to God and gladly, joyously, acknowledging the
aDvereignty of the Lord Jesus Christ,
There were many strong features in the emphases which
Miss paxson made which when followed do lead to a spiritual
life. But in laying a foundation for this spiritual life
she based some of her thinking upon basic suppositions which
make a con5)l3te deliverance from sin in this life impossible.
In this connection probably the HK3st basic error was the
complete or partial identification of sin with the human body.
According to the research previously presented this is not a
correct identification. However, in Miss Paxaon*s description
of the spiritual man, she stepped farther away from her basic
supposition than logic would allow. To this writer it has
seemed that Miss Paxson discovered the truly spiritual life
in experience but in heridentifIcation of the "flesh" with
the human body she has been Influenced by a Oalvinistic premise,
Fl
^^^Roraans 72 23,
^^"^Ruth Paxson, Life on the Highest Plane (New York:
eraing H, Revell, 1928T7Tp� 18 � 62f.
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Jessie Penn-Lewis ( 1861-1927 )� Jessie Penn-Lewis
had a very clear conversion at an early a^e^ej hut when she
went out to work for the Lord she began to realize that sh�
had a deep need for power in her Bible classes, her per??onal
testimony, and her service to God, Through the guidance of
a Spirlt-f lllsd minister she experienced a marvelous filling
with the Holy Spirit, She felt herself divinely led to
Russia, Finland, and to India for ministry as well as in
the British Isles, In the early days of hor service she was
closely associated with the Keswick Movement but because of
li-mitations placed upon her because of her sex she began an
"ovepcomer movement" apart from the Keswick Convention,
The theology of Mrs. Penn-Lewis was built upon the two
federal headships, Adam's and Chrlst^s, and the development
of her whole doctrine waa dependent upon the organic relation
one has to either of these two heads, "Flesh" for Mrs.
Penn-Leris waa all that men have inherited from the first
head, Adam, tainted with sin and selfish rebellion. But sh�
held that man's evil nature has already been put to death
on the cross of Christ. From Cod's standpoint man�s evil
nature was crucified with Christ at Calvary, However, each
belleverts part is to accept this death with Christ as his
own, to reckon upon it, to account it finished. According
to Mrs, Penn-Lewis th� believer is to reckon himself dead,
not dying, to sin. This death to sin is instantaneous in
80
respect to reekoaing but progressive with regard to application.
This progressive application is that which makes on� cunformable
to the death or Clirlst,
^
With this presents-. tlon of her view before the reader
It see^d wis� to pi^sent th� iaoro intricate description which
Mrs. ?�nn-L�wia e,av� to th� ^'flesh." Hot only is �very person
bom in sin and s possessor of an Ada�lc fiatur� but this nature
was represented as constantly antsi^onistlc to the spirit.
Th� �?flesh*' was characterized by Mrs. F�nn-L�wis as being
st enmity with God, as contrary to God, as minding �arthly
thi�i^8, as ending in death. Mot only thes� characteristics
of the "flesh'* w�x�e presented but some of th� aor� subtle
wof^s of the "flesh* were pointed out: Judging after the
flesh, purposing sifter the flesh, gloryini^, after the flesh,
loving a fair saow In the flesh, fighting for Sod after th�
flesh, friondsiiips in tho flesh, knowing Christ after the
flesh* "^^^r each of t.iese characteristics v�rs�s of scripture
WBTB given for authority*
This investigator Judged that Mrs, p�nn-L�wis Ltad a
clear scriptural conception of th� "'flesh** but possibly weak
in an identification of tne "flesh" with h^man natur�. Fxirther,
*�fl�sh'' was never considered as neutral but filled with the moral.
�^^^jessi� penn-L�wis, The Cliaax of th� Hisen Lif�
(Bournemouth:- The overcoa�r Book 'Hooffi,"*]^.^^ }, pp.
^jessi� Penn-Lewis, Th� Self-Life ^veiled (Bourneaouth:
Th� c^a^roos^r Book looia, [B.aj pp. 3-T
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Lewis Sperry Chafer (1871-1951), Lewis Sperry Chafer
was the founder and first president of Dallas Theological
Seminary, Dallas, Texas, 'Hiis school was interdenominational
but- has had a strongly Calvinlstlc Influence throughotit. At
this school Chafer was professor of systematic theology. Els
most comprehensive writing was his Systematic TheoloCT in
eight volumes,
Mr, Chafer claimed that the word ''fleshg*' a much dis
cussed term, was synonymous with the word '*body** in some in
stances; however, h� was quick to add that th� word ^flesh"
most often referred to the whole of the unregenerate man,
spirit, soul, and body. In this latter significance it
assumes an ethical and psychological meaning ?^hich does not
inhere in the wird ^hodj,^ Whereas body has reference to
that physical part of the man whether living or dead, "flesh**
expresses that unseen entity which animates the body.
This animating principle is that fallen nature which
men have received from Adam and remains unchanged in the life
of every believer and thus becomes one of the three great
�neirdes of the spiritual life,^'^^ This fallen natur� of Adam,
according to Chafer, is to be identified with tha "old man"
and indwelling sin. For him there was no biblical ground for
170
Lewis Sperry Chafer, Systematic Theology (Dallas:
pallas Seminary Press, 1948), IV, pp, 183f,
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distinguishing]; between the ^damic nstiire and huraan nature
inasmuch as they are one and the saiae thing. ^^-^
Thia noted scholar failed to clstinguish between
'�hat is h\iman and what is sinful. To say tnat there is .no
distinction between huiinii natur� and Agamic nature is to say
that ?,dasi was in re^tcllion Ufejainst God when God craated him
and thus when God mad� humanity h� made it sinful* *^ut the
tesfeiaony of Qod was that man as oripinally created was
''very good. ** Further, if huaan natur� and the Adamic nature
ar� on� and th� same th�n Christ was not the sinl�ss Saviour
sine� h� had a hvaaan nature. It is coafflionly agreed �i^ng
orthodox Christians that Ciirlst was human, and that it was
172 17-1
not sinful for hia to will, to himg�r,*'-' to w�ep and to
f�6l pain.^^^
To this invest legator, one of the grav� mist&kes
theologians can make is to identify sinfulness with � l�gitij�ete
hijman desire. To nak� sinful what is basically lc<:itliast�
and natural is not humbling but r&ther it la defeating and
discouraging.
^"^^ewls Sperry Chafer, H� That is Spiritual (Philecoiphia:
the S\mday school TlBies Compel^, I919T7 PP* lkk,lk-5�
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John 17, Matthew 26.
�^^"^Matthow l^,
John 11.
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L. E. Maxwell (1895- )� L. S, Maxwell, th�
principal of Prairie Bible Institute, Three Hills, Alberta,
Canada, has written two significant books s Born C-pUOlfled,
and Crpwdod to Christ. Th�so books, the �rabodlraent of th�
Koswlok approach, have �xpressed a not� of victory which
some have failed to note*
Maxwell has declared that "flesh'* refers to the whol�
of human nature In Its fallen condition. In support of this
position he call�d attention to the wills, th� desires, th�
mind, the wisdom, th� purposes, th� conflden��, the filthi
ness, th� workings, the warring and th� glorying of th� flesh.
The '�flesh" was idontified with the I, the �go, and thus
ther� is nothing good about it; th� plac� for the "flesh" is
on the cross of Calvary. By th� approach of Maxwell there
was presented an initial deliveranc� from the "flesh"
which gave victory at the center of the redeemed being, but
there is a constant warfare with tha "flesh" ever being
discovered in its more subtle workings* On the cross the
whol� of the foul natur� of the *flesh" was crucified with
the Lord Jesus Christ; now, th� part of the believer Is to
reckon upon th� work of Christ and let the Spirit of God
aak� effectual what has already been wrought for us on the
Cross*
^'''^L. B, Maxwell, Born Crucified (Chicago s Moody
press, 1945), pp. 84-87.
Maxwell's view of th� "flesh" has sivea far too
1 Lai ted an int�rpr�tation to that t�m| it iias not taken
into co;isld�ration tae various uses of the term. Further,
in this approach the whole �go is condeauied as wrong and
siiiful witfiout taking iato consideration the fact taat God
made sian a personality and gave him the right to express his
own free will without being driven by a supra-human will.
There has remained a disappointing Tailure to aak� a clear
distinction betwOwn the natural which is lawful, aiKl
til� natural .s.v:.ich is inij.erit�d from Adam tarou^ila t^h�
fall.
SUMMAHY
^at hsts b�en st� ted concerning those sdh�r�nts
to the Keswickisa trend of thought may b� su^ariz�d in
thr�e stf:tem�nts:
1. Most of the writers in the Keswick School were
too liatltod in th�ir definition of the term "flesh."
2. The adherents to the Keswick theology have usually
bvCt upon a Calvinlstlc presupposition of the inh�r�nt
sinfulness of the ''flesh.
� The writers in this movement
were quick to identify ''flesh'' and the huaan body.
3, Most of the writers in this school of thought
made the t�r� ''flesh'' equivalent with the self or the
�go.
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WESLEYAN
John We 3 ley (1704-1791). John W�sley, a graduate of
Oxford University, th� honored founder of Methodism, was
converted in 1738, and became th� promoter of a fervent re
vival of Christianity in England which also spread to and
flourished in America. Since Wesley left no formal treatise
on systematic theology, most of his theology nmst be ascer
tained from his written serioDns, his explanatory note upon
the Hew Testament, and other preserved writings.
In his sermon on "Sin in Bellev�rs," Wesley gave his
definition of original sins
Original sin is th� corruption of the nature of
every man, whereby man Is in his own nature Inclined
to evil, so that th� flesh lusteth contrary to the
spirit. And this infection of nature doth remain, yea,
in them that ar� regon�ratedj whereby th� lust of the
fleah, called in Greek (^/30^i\jutti ir<(p)C�h is not subject to
th� law of (k)d. And although ther� is no condenmation
for them that believe, yet this lust hath of Itself the
natur� of sin.-*^"�
Wesley declared that even those who deny the �xisteno� of sin
in those nfeo hav� been regenerated, when they ar� hard
pressed they will acknowledge that sin does remain in th�
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flesh of a believer. H@ wsnt further to deoliare that
John l�sl@x� SorjBons on Soyeral Occasions (M�w Torki
Phillips and Hunt, /j^odjj), I, p.- 109,
I'^'^Ibld. , p. 108.
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the '?flesh'* was in opposition to the spirit:
The apostle her� diroctly affiras that the flesh,
evil nature, opposes the Spirit, even in believers;
that �von in th� regenerat�, th�re ar� two pr'nclpl�s,
�contrary the on� to th� oth�r. � * ''^
Wesley concluded that both unbeliever and b�liever
hav� sin in t eir hearts but th� diff�r�nc� b�twe�n th� two
is that th� latter does not yield to it, w>iile th� unb�li�v�r
does. Every believer then has two natures which tii& Apostl�
t�riaa ^flesh'' and "spirit.'* Although **bab�s In Giirist''
they are exhorted to watch against the world, the flesh, and
the devil. Thus "flesh,'* the �vil natur�, still r�maining,
t iough subdued, wars against th� Spirit. -^79 whil� sin is
suspendsd for a tiai� in th� heart of th� b�li�v�r, it ia not
lonr; until he once a jaln f�els th� rising of sin and thus
the '?flesh" is lusting against tii� Spirit and the Spirit
against the fl�sh. According to Wesloy ther� is a progressive
aortlfylng of th� d��ds of th� body from the time of coav�rslon,
but tii�n th�r� coacs that time wh�n all sin is �xcluded from
th� heart and th� b�li�v�r is filled with perfect lov�
which excludes all sin.
In Wesley's treatment of the term "flesh," it has been
i78xbld., p. 109.
I'^^Ibid., pp. 115-116.
^Q^Ibid., pp. 335-386.
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difficult to determine his exact usage of it in every instance.
There were times when he seemed to identify it with "'indwelling
sin'' and otiiers with just the thought of evil nature. In
his presentation he .iras explicit that all sin can be removed
from the heart in this life by th� filling of the heart with
perfect love. Wesl�y made no rcientlon of th� amoral uses of
the expression "flesh" but in /^iost instances associated it
with fallen or evil nature.
ffllliam Burt pope (1322-1903). Williaa Burt pop�
st-jdled theology at aichacnd College, England, and later was
both a Methodist pastor and profassor of theology in Didsbury
College, Manchester. Of his several published voliisses,
probably the most outstanding was his thre� volim� work
entitled, Compendium of Christian Theology.
In Pope's theology ^flesh" designated three things*
flesh as opposed to the hissan spirit, as opposed to th� Divine
Spirit, as designating hmanity in its weakness, vanity,
decay, ond death, -^^-^
AS a result of sin both the human flesh and th� human
spirit hav� ;:iarks of weakness which tliey must bear till death.
ftowever, those marks are not in themselves the origim^^tors
of sin but til� results of sin's work among our mmbers. To
those who cit� St� Psul to prove the sinfulness of th� ''flesh,*'
iQ^Wllliam BxiTt Popo, A Compendium of Christian Theology
f?f�w York: Phillips & Hunt,"'^.d3 ), IT, pp. 23-27.
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Pope said that '*the indwelling evil cannot be the same as the
tabernacle in which it dwells.'' Therefore, the body is
the instrument of sin and not t lo setit or the orirtn of sin.
But also the "flesh"' and the Divin� Spirit ar� set
in contrast, in thla instance "flesh" includes all th� p�rson
in his fallen condition. Th� carnal man is on� in whom
th� fsll�n natur� has complat� control and holds the man under
the sway of sin. The spiritual men, on the other hand, is
one �too ia under the sway of the Holy Ghost, one who has
experienced the sanctifying grace in hia body, soul, and spirit,
iSiid la thus made sinless, and preserved blaHs�l�ss.
Finally, the flesh is that desl^ation of aanklnd as
subjected to vanity, weakness, decay, and death, ill '^flesh"
is as grass, but this is the resiilt &nd not tne cause of
hiMaan sin. Therefore, to redeem the ^flesh'' of sinful man
end to plac� dignity thereon, the Lord came in the likeness
of sinful 'Tlesh ' and for sin, thus placing his stamp of
approval upon the ''fl�sh ' aa a meet dswlllng plac� for the
ht^an spirit.
in his definition of "flesh," poi>� �xpllcitly identified
'*flesh'* with the "old men" or th� sin '�'hich r�aains in th�
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believer, In this identification he refuted those po
sitions which claim that there is no deliverance from in
dwelling corruption in this life by ishowing that this nature
is crucified wit�h Christ and is kept dead by His power. Pop�
believed in the courolet� d�llveranc� of the soul from sin in
this life by the experience of th� sanctifying power of the
Holy Spirit. Of th� Wesleyan writers thus far presented. Pope
set forth the most comprehensive view of the ^flesh. ** Never
theless, Pope so minlmizod th� power of the '�flesh^ that Its
awfulness is not seen through his description*
H�nry E, Brockett (1892- ). Henry 1, Brockett, a
minist�r in England, has sought to answer th� questions posed
3.8f)
by H� A. Ironsides
*
in Ms book. Holiness, th� 'True and the
False, Brockett presented th� Wesleyan position in a sincere,
personal, and experiential manner. He has sought to sustain
his thesis through th� witness of Scripture and the testimony
of his own experience.
According to Brockett *flesh** may be defined as
*s imply human nature In its failed condition regarded as a-
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part from divine grace,* This fallen human nature, in
cluding spirit, soul, body, reason, affections, appetites, has a
^�^bid,, p. 396.
^^^Ironsides was pastor of th� Moody Memorial Church from
1930 until shortly before his d�ath.
"^^%enry E. Brockett, Scriptural Freedom from Sjn
(Kansas Oitys Beacon Hill Press, 1941), p. 122.
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hateful intruder, the sin in the flesh, and it is this hidden
eneay within hvaaan n ture that produces the "works of th�
flesh'* referred to in the Galatian Letter. According to
this writer th� Apostl� did not make ref�r�nc� to "indwelling
sin" in th� c-alatian Lett�r but rath�r ref�rr�d to the work
of indwelling sin in the fallen hman nature. Paul, claiiaed
he, spoke of the work of the ^flesh" becaus� the fruit of
indw�lllng sin is ra&nif�st�d and workad out through th�
-fl�3h. "^^^
Since -flesh*^ had no moral connotation for Jrockett,
but rather was equatad with fallan hman natur� th�r� is no
d�liv�rence froa this in this lif�. Hor would tn�r�, according
to Brockett* s position, be any necessity for such a deliverance
since the ''flesh'* has not aiorsl import. However, in the view
of Brockett, ther� is an intruder in th� ^flesh" and this
intruder is designated as indwelling sin. For Brockett this
indwellin,- sin is altogether different fro� the "flesh" and
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can be destroyed by the working of th� Spirit of God.
Brockett soems to contridict himself by urging the beli�v�r
to crucify th� '?fl�sh'' and to loathe.it as an eneii^ sine� it
l8<5
is th� tab�rnacle of indwolling sin. '
^^^Ibld., p, 123-
^QQlbid., p. 125.
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Ibid., p. 131.
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The intention of Brockett was without doubt filled
with deepest integrity. Bat however pure his aaotive, it
seemed to this investigator that Brockett was soaewhat too
zealous to defend his own position. In the first place,
he defined "flesh'* in a much too limited context by equating
it with fallen human natur� apart from the divine influence.
H� failad to tak� into consid�ration Paul's us� of "flesh"
as a synonym, in som� instances, for indwelling sin.
In th� referonc� mad� to the Galatian L�tt�r Brock�tt did
not adequately consider ?aul�s declaration that it is th�
''flesh" W'iich lusts against the "Spirit." The greatest
criticism mich was made of Brockett �s position was that he
did iK>t give room for all the Pauline usages of th� term
"flesh." It s��med to thia investigator that in an effort
to counteract the "two-natxa^e trieory," Brockett has settled
for a position sooiewhet less than th� whol� Biblical
presentation.
S,* QJ='feQO Wiley (I877- ). H. Orton Wiley, a minister
of the Church of the Hazarene, received his Doctor of sacred
Theology from the Pacific School of Hellgion, Berkeley,
California. H� has s�rv�d in many official capacities for nis
church. -^^^ undoubtedly his most outstanding contribution
both to his church and to wesleyan-Arminian thinkers has been
^9Qgho I s who in America, 1914-3-1943 (Chicago: a. H. larquls
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his three volume work. Christian Theolo^, ^oth In writing
stxi in preaching '-Viley h&s been a stroa , , roraoier of scriptural
Holiness &3 origlnallj emphasised by John Viealey.
Wiley defined "flesh" as "th� whol� c�lng of sian, body,
soul and spirit . . . separated from Cfod and subjected to
^� creature* '?�^'^^ This fallen hxffiian natur� aani rests Itself
in four basic patterns: idolatry, self as a ruling principle
of life; the con^i^}iseenc� of the flesh; and ungodliness.
Ifee loss of the Holy Spirit in th� heart leaves th� tempi�
empty, end consequently false gods are worshipped in th� place
of ttie true and living God. 11th tl� whol� being sold under
sin the self is enthroned and worshipped in the plac� of Cod.
With this self enthroned and still remaining essentially
active ther� arises what is kmtmi as concupiscence or in
ordinate desire, that is, the self expresses itself without
th� control of the Spirit of God. Because of the potency of
the self it is not static in its relationships but increases
"unto more uiagodliness. Wiley further defined ^flesh,"
mt cs en active pj^incipl�, but as the htsa&n being deprived
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of the spirit of Qod and hone� tfee depravation of its tendency.
orton Wiley, Christian Tiieology (Kansas City: Beacon
Hill press, 1^1), II, p. 9l|.
^^%bid. , p. 9k^,
^^^Ibld., p. 100.
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The Implications of this position were that within the
sphere of fallen human nature ther� Is sin which Is manifested
in a self-separation from and a rebellion toward CSod� This
bias or principle injects an alien el�ment into th� "flesh'*
and '?spirit," Wiley pointed out that the Apostle urged be
lievers to cleans� th�mselves from all filthiness of their
"flesh** and spirit and to perfect holiness in the fear of
God, Thus, they that are Christ's, in the full New Testamont
sense, hav� crucified th� '*fl�sh'* with the affections and
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lusts. As Paul used the term, "flesh** implies that both
th� spiritual and the physical nature are under the reign of
sin. According to Wiley there is deliverance from Indwelling
sin in t*his lif� but for a full d� liveranc� from the marks
of sin, the infimitlos of the flesh, believers must await
the resurrection and the glorif ioatlon of th� body. The fine
demarcation between soul and body gives rise to difficulties
in distinguishing between carnal acts and acts which are th�
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results of infirmities,
Wiley, it should be stated, exemplified a commendable
insight into the nature of '*flesh** and "sin," However, he,
like many of th� Wesleyan writer?, did not specifically
identify the ^flesh** with indwelling sin. While he did point
3-9%alatians 5s24.
^^^Wlley, 0�, cit. , pp, 138-140.
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out th� �viln�3s of the "flesh" and th� sins into which it
loads men, he failed to o�nt�r his definition of the term on
that foreign el�m�nt in man's nature which is powerful,
dynamic, and conquering when not fully dealt with by th�
Holy Spirit, This investigator has appreciated Wiley's ex
planation of infirmities as being the passiv� result of in
dwolling sin. Thus, infirmities are not active agents but
passive marks which in this life shall always hamper, hinder,
and humble the saintliest of all believers,
George Allen Turner (1908- ), George Allen Turner,
a graduate of Harvard Divinity School, has been appointed head
of the English Bible Department at Asbury Theological Seminary.
His most scholarly work. The More Bxoollent Way, has set
forth an inductive study of the concept of holiness in both
the Old and the New T�staHients.
In defining "flesh" Turner recognized that Paul's
usage varied in different contexts. The "flesh" is sometimes
equivalent to the body, but when the term was used in contrast
to the Spirit, Turner has stated, it is quite generally recog
nized as having an ethical sense. The "flesh" as contrasted
with the mind and tho Spirit is commonly recognized as the
enemy of both. By way of summary. Turner affirmed? that
the Pauline usage may be summarized as including a physical
meaning? a semi-ethical, in which the flssh as the seat
of evil impulses is treated as an anti-spiritual power |
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arxi an ethical sense of unregenerate hiuaan nature.*^^^
The ii^lication of Turner's position is that sin us
a principle is not idoatified with tiie body and thus the way
is open for a full deliverance from sin in this life. Txirner
concluded that Paul taught that sin is not suppressed but
destroyed by the experience of entire sanctlficf-.tion*'^^''^
It was Obvious that Turner gave "flesh" fen ethical
import but to this Investigator it was not clear whether or
not Turner identified the "flesh"* with indwelling sin. This
investigator lais cc^e to view tJie distinction between the
etaical and seml-etnlcal us�ig� of the term ''flesh*' aa one which
must be laad�. In tills context the idea of th� passiv� effect
of sin eould well be placed,
in � sia^aiy of the teaehin.; of th� Wesleyan writers
in this survey, t. ese facts hav� seemed to b� representative j
1, Among th� W�sl@yan writers ther� has been lacking
a concis� tr�atment of th� natur� of 'Tlesh" and th� extent
to which it defiles the personality of a man.
2� The Wesleyan thinkers surveyed did teach � definite
deliverance from the power and pollution of th� ^flesh" in this
-^^^Q�org� AlleB Turner, The More Excellent Way (Winona
Lake, Light end Life press, 19>^) � P-
^^"^Itid., pp, 79-80.
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life.
3. With some Wesleyan writers there was a hesitancy
to identify "flesh** with indwelling sin.
4. Some of th� scholars in this tradition failed to
grasp the a^aning of "flesh" in its ethical sense, thereby
missing the depth of its sinfulness and antagonism toward
Qod.
5. By one Wesleysm writer, Wiley, a good portrayal
was mad� oonc�rnlng the enthroned self in th� life of the
fallen human nature of man.
6. On� W�3l�yan writer. Turner, interpreting "fl�sh"
as an antl-spiritual fore�, gave expression to on� phase of
its meaning which has been for th� most part overlooked by
other writers.
CHAPTER V
SOM;V:/;RY AHD COriCUJSIOH
I, I)IStI;fCTIVB FElTimKS OF THE STUDY
oxqgetical approach used In th� study has not
previously b��n used In exactly th� saai� way, la no. other
study Imown to this inves-tige.tor has th� author examined �very
Instanc� In wliloh Paul used t'n� term **flesh*' in the m.j this
inves tigs tor has sought to do,
A careful @x��iaation has not heretofore heen r'iven
to th� iraplleations set forth by th� three schools of theology
considered in this study. This paper has explicated th� raean-
Ing of '^flesh*'' as Interpi*� ;-.�d by opposing schools of thou^t
i�f'->ich hav� majored on th� spiritual �aphasis Involved.
^�"^^ ^"^b^,^ employed in this stxidy wss indiictive,
By means of this method objectivity aad authenticity hav�
b�en criteria for guldane� throu^out th� study, without
th� �ffiployjsent of this method the investigator �uld likely
have fallsn into soaie of th� w�ll-b�at�n psths of influential
theolof,l&oa.
II. BUMMAWI
In the survey of B�cui.ar Creek and th� mag� of th�
term "flesh in th� Old Tsstanaent it waa seen in Chapter On�
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that tho most basic meaning of the term "flesh" has reference
to taiosc muscular portions of the body which surround the
bones* This meaning was easily expanded to laeah th� person
as a whole and finally to mean bhe whol� hunan race. But
neither in the secular Greek nor in th� Old featasient was
the term i^ed to signify a moral natur�,
in th� non-Pauline sections of th� M�w Testaiaent it
was shown that most of the writers bfised tsieir ide� of ''flesh^
upon tii� usa �� in th� old T�stajfi�nt� But th� Apostl� peter
and the Apostle John gav� indication of using "flesh to
denote an ethical or aiorjil quality csf fallen isan* Other
writers in the H�w Testament used th� concept to represent
man in his sinfulness and fallen eondi tlon but none of them
�quat�d '^flesh" with th� principle of sin.
The investigation of the Pauline Epistles showed that
Paul also uaed th� t�rm in all the shades of meaning given
to it by the Old and s�* Testem�nt writers. However, it was
pointed out that his distinctive usar� vm th� equating of
"flesh** with indw�llini^ ala and th� "old man," It was
demonstrated also tiiat Paul did not us� **fl�sh'' aa equivalent
to sin vrhen referring to th� body,
A surv�y of tdie taieological usage in th� Galviniatlc and
Arminian traditions revealed th� n��d for a moT& objective
study of th� problem. Preconceived ideas have led marxj
thinkers to prejudiced and unwarranted coaciusions idiich
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were not tenable la th� ll^ht of an ind active study of the
Bible* IB this theolo,^ical survey It wm ro<md that the
"Sosloyan interpretation wcc closest to that t�ac;iing of th�
H�w T�stasa�nt., but even anion,;; 'vesleyan witers there was
evidenced a need for a more detalleci study of and more
objectivity in approach to the subject,
III. COMTI/SIOHS
Aft�r having studl�d th� term *'fl@sh** in its Scriptural
and theological usa^s som� conclusions hav� becoa� Inescepable
for this investigator. It has beeome a conviction with this
investigator that an honest effort shoiild b� sad� by members
of those schools of thot;^t presented in this study to r �think
their position eoneeraing paul�s us� of the term '^flesh,*'
1* MO ethical import was given to th� t�rfa during the
secular period of th� areek langusge,
2, ?#iil� in th� Old Testument ''flesh*' was st^oken of
as weak in contrast with th� oianipot@rte� of God, It was never
referred to as �vil in itself.
3, Th� non-Paul in� writers of th� H�w Testajaent expanded
the Old Testament concept of "flesh" in at least three
ways: {a) to mean th� creeturely aid� of life, {b) to denote
the produet of natural generation apart from Qod's Spirit,
(c) to designate that principle in man�s natur� opposed to
good and In rebellion toward God,
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k* The usage of �flesh" to deslgrmte an indwelling
pplnelple of evil was used oaly by Feter in the non-Pauline
sections of the How Testament.
S. Paul nowhere made th� '^flesh'' an sll compelling
power; but rather showed that th� believer is eoiistsntly
faced with a choice �itaer of cvercosiing by the Spirit or
of being ov�rcome by th� flesh.
6. Paul did mt identify sin with th� body.
7. Paul did not identify *'flesh" with sin in every
instaiie� of his uaa^� of the expression.
3. Dickson gave the best analysis of th� existing
relatiorisiaip between �*fie3h"* and �'sin'* which this investigator
has thxxs far discovered.
9* The �videnee froia the inductive study of the Pauline
Epistles has substantiated the claims made in th� second
Chapt�r on General Usag�.
10. in some contexts Paul identified ''flesh'' with
indwelling sin.
11, '?Flesh^ as a motivating principl� may be destroyed
and th� body of the person a� preserved.
12. '^Plesh" as a spiritual �ntity was not only represented
as a bias toward �vil but es having a mind, a will, desires,
aTfectlons arid also capable of union with another ''flesh" and
becoming on� with it.
13* The designation of th� natiiral aad� by Laidlaw
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has a close ,�ffinitj to fuamer's dos-ignetion of the n&^l"
�thic&l. This factor was considered iaportant.
14. Paul represented deliv�ranc� as both instantaneous
and progFosslve. There was illustrated an instantfstieoua
experiesieo of surrender follou-ed by a pro|-x'esgslve growtli
and perfection of that spiritual life wnlch mmM received*
15. The equation of finiteness with sin which has been
done by soa� leading galvinistS was besic to their vie� of
the '?flesh."
l6. It has become the opinion of -this investigator
that aeorg� Allen T^a?n�r presented th� best study �f th�
tern ^flash^ of any- of th� '#@sl�y�n writers...
17* More study needs to b� given to this subject by
theologians generally and �specially by thos� holdia^ th�
^sleyaa point of vleir*
lY. SUG-3E3TI0HS K)3 HJHTl'fEE IM'/EaTIG.^TIOH
TJ^ds researoh and presentation has not been exhaustive
in its nature. Therefor� th� follot/iag suggestions for further
study hav� been listed for tii� interested student.
1. A more e^Eha^lstiv� study of ^ word '^flesh"* in
the s�eular Greek and in th� Apocraphs would doubtless
prove both interesting aad helpful*
2. A more �xhauativ� study fro� an historical
viewpoint would add light to that given in this paper.
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3� kn exegesis of et:ch Pauline usage, set forth in
its fullest context mjuld add more light to tiie conclusions
generally held than any other phase of research.
4* IJI t^e light of the Tiesleyan doetriu� of deliverance
fro� all sin in this life, more attention needs to be given
to the relationsr.ip of th� '*flesh" to huaan natur� in the
justified believer as well as in th� ful-ly ssnctifl�d
Christian.
5* since in soae instances Paul s�ea�d to �quat�
^flesh'' with the �go, a study of the psychological i^aplications
would prove both heltuul and practical.
6. After having oxaialnad the theology of th� various
schools of thoy^t giving sttention to this Scriptural term,
th� study of biography and journals of thos� leading
thinners �K>uld give on� a clearer idea of how their
theology has worked out in practical christian living.
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